Mary Riley Styles Public Library Board of Trustees Virtual Meeting
Wednesday May 20, 2020 at 7:00 PM

All members of the public may view this electronic meeting via this Skype meeting
link: https://meet.lync.com/fallschurch-fallschurchva/jcarroll/Y3FNLDW6.
The following links are materials for the meeting. Open the agenda to see the full list of
items being discussed at the meeting.
1. Library Board Agenda
Documents:
20200520 LIBRARYBOARDAGENDA.PDF
2. Library Draft Minutes February 19, 2020
Documents:
20200318DRAFT MINUTESFEBRUARY19.PDF
3. CIRC-3 Circulation Of Library Materials Policy
Documents:
20200318-POLICYCIRC3CIRCULATIONOFLIBRARYMATERIALS.PDF
4. DRAFT CIRC-3 Circulation Of Library Materials Policy
Documents:
20200318-DRAFTCIRC-3CIRCULATIONOFLIBRARYMATERIALS.PDF
5. Circ-3a Fines And Fees Schedule Policy
Documents:
20200318-POLICY3AFINESANDFEESSCHEDULE.PDF
6. DRAFT CIRC-3a Fines And Fees Schedule Policy
Documents:
20200318-DRAFTCIRC3AFINESANDFEESSCHEDULE3.09.2020.PDF
7. Draft West End Small Area Plan Presentation V1
Documents:
WESTENDSAP-PRESENTATION-LIBRARY BOARDV1.PDF
8. West End Small Area Plan V3 Full
Documents:

Documents:
WESTENDSAP-PRESENTATION-LIBRARY BOARDV1.PDF
8. West End Small Area Plan V3 Full
Documents:
WEST END SMALL AREA PLAN V3 FULL.PDF
9. Collection Statistics
Documents:
20200520-COLLECTIONSTATISTICS.PDF
10. Circulation Statistics
Documents:
20200520-CIRCULATIONSTATISTICS.PDF
11. Booksale And Memorial Statistics
Documents:
20200520-BOOKSALE-MEMORIALSTATISTICS.PDF

Mary Riley Styles Public Library
LIBRARY BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING AGENDA
Virtual Meeting: https://meet.lync.com/fallschurch-fallschurchva/jcarroll/Y3FNLDW6
Wednesday, May 20, 2020
7:00 p.m.
NOTICE: The meeting for which this agenda has been posted will be held pursuant to and in
compliance with the Virginia Freedom of Information Act, Section 2.2-3708.2 and state and local legislation
adopted to allow for continued government operation during the COVID-19 declared emergency.
All participating members of the Library Board of Trustees will be present at this meeting through electronic
means. All members of the public may view this electronic meeting via this Skype meeting link:
https://meet.lync.com/fallschurch-fallschurchva/jcarroll/Y3FNLDW6.
Public comments may be submitted to jcarroll@fallschurchva.gov until 7:30 p.m. on May 20, 2020. All
comments will be provided to the Library Board of Trustees members and comments received by the deadline
will be summarized during the meeting.
PLEASE NOTE: This meeting will be conducted via Skype. If you do not already use Skype, you will be
prompted to install it when clicking the meeting link, so please take some time ahead of the meeting to do so. If
needed, there are short instructions to install the application following the meeting agenda. Please email
cmester@fallschurchva.gov if you need assistance with installation. During the meeting, staff will likely not be
available to assist with installation.
1. Call to order, roll call and introduction of guests
2. Receipt of petitions
3. Approval of February 19, 2020 Meeting Minutes
4. Library report and announcements
5. Library Foundation report
6. Council Liaison report
7. Arts and Humanities Council report
8. Library Project Update
9. Nomination of Oversight Committee Representatives
10. DRAFT Policy Circulation of Library Materials and Fines/Fee Schedule
11. Discussion of Broad and Washington Development Voluntary Concessions
12. West End Small Area Plan presentation (Planning Department)
13. Business not on the Agenda
14. Adjournment

The City of Falls Church is committed to the letter and spirit of the Americans with Disabilities Act.
To request a reasonable accommodation for any type of disability, call 703-248-5032, TTY 711.

Accessing Skype – New Users
Smartphone: If you plan to view the meeting on a smartphone, access your preferred app store to download the
“Skype” app. You will have to allow Skype access to some features on your phone and accept their terms and
conditions.
PC/Windows: If you plan to view the meeting on a personal computer, visit www.skype.com to download and
install the program. You will have to allow Skype access to some features on your computer and accept their
terms and conditions.
After downloading Skype:
 Click the advertised meeting link to join the Skype meeting.
 When the app opens, click ‘Join as Guest’ and enter your name. Click the blue arrow to continue.
 The meeting will start with your microphone and video features turned off. As an observer, you can
view or listen to the meeting without these features. If you are a meeting participant, you should
enable at least the microphone feature. Video is not required but may be useful. Depending on your
role in the meeting, there may be restrictions on whether you can speak during the meeting.

MEETING MINUTES OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
MARY RILEY STYLES PUBLIC LIBRARY
Held in City Hall East Wing 2nd Floor – Oak Conference Room.
Falls Church, VA 22046
February 19, 2020
1. CALL TO ORDER AND INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS
Chairperson Stephanie Oppenheimer called the meeting to order at 7:05 p.m.
Attendance:
Stephanie Oppenheimer
Chet DeLong
Kathleen Tysse
Molly Novotny
Chrystie Swiney
Jeff Peterson
Don Camp
Others in attendance:
Director Jenny Carroll
Administrative Assistant Claudia Gutierrez
Guests:
Councilwoman Liaison Marybeth Connelly
Councilman Phil Duncan
Non-in attendance:
Planning Commission Liaison Rob Puentes
Councilman Ross Litkenhous
Councilwoman Connelly announced to the Board that she will be the City Council liaison
starting tonight.
2. RECEIPT OF PETITIONS
No petitions
3. APPROVAL OF JANUARY 19, 2020 MEETING MINUTES
There was a discussion on whether to include in the first agenda item the names of library
Board liaisons, who were not present at the meeting, or to only mention their names when attending the
Board meeting. The Board decided to change the format in the next Board meeting minutes, but for
now, they approved the January 19 minutes as presented.
Upon a motion duly made and seconded, the Library Board unanimously approved the
January 19, 2020 Meeting Minutes with minor changes.
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4. LIBRARY REPORT AND ANNOUNCEMENTS


Council approved the Library project. The library started moving in earnest. Local
History materials were moved to a conditioned storage space in Richmond, including IT
equipment. The Technical Services and Administration Departments moved to Gage
House. The library collection prepared to be moved to the temporary location and to
storage.



The Director expressed her appreciation to all the support given by the Superintendent
of Public Works Robert Goff and his crew. They completed tasks to ensure the trailers
will be operational including moving furniture to the temporary location. Tentatively,
the opening for the temporary location is March 9. It has been posted on social media,
brochures, flyers, schools announcements, and banners both at the trailers and at the
current library at 120 N Virginia Ave. The Falls Church News Press had an article with
information about it as well. The Director is very pleased with the moving company,
Kloke and the supervisor, Pat King who is working on the logistics.. Kloke has
commented that they are impressed with the organization of the library staff.

5. LIBRARY FOUNDATION REPORT
On February 12, the Library Foundation development committee organized a successful open
house at the library with activities such as mini golf, raffles, and prizes. The Foundation Board will be
meeting on February 25 to discuss the next steps in supporting the library. The Director remarked that
both the library Board and library staff are exceptional; she thanked the Board for their dedication to
the library and their support in making this renovation happen.
6. COUNCIL LIAISON REPORT
Ms. Connelly informed the Board that on Monday February 24 Council will approve an
oversight committee for the library project. It will include two Council members, two Library
members, a Planning Commission member, the Library Director, City Manager Wyatt Shields, and a
Community member. Council will interview citizens that are interested in being part of this oversight
committee. This committee will meet monthly to review the progress of the library project, the timing,
budget, etc. The library Board will be asked to appoint two members to be part of the committee as
well. Councilman Dan Sze will be a part of the committee and Council will decide who the second
representative will be.
The Director added that Library Project Manager Lionel Millard will present a monthly report
to the Board about the library project. Ms. Connelly suggested that the Director contact the Principal of
Thomas Jefferson Elementary, Paul Swanson, to give him updates to inform parents about the logistics
of the library moving process. The library will be opening at 9:30am after the school buses are gone.
The library will open Wednesday at 1pm before early release. Story time will happen in the mornings
except for Tuesdays, which will occur in the afternoon. Staff will evaluate the schedule moving
forward.
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7. ARTS AND HUMANITIES COUNCIL REPORT (CATCH)
Since Ms. Oppenheimer’s term attending this meeting is coming to a close, she asked if another
Board member could replace her on it and attend these meetings as a representative when necessary.
Ms. Chrystie Swiney volunteered to attend. Ms. Oppenheimer will forward her name to Corey Janicelli,
Arts and Humanities Council liaison.
8. DISCUSSION OF ELIMINATING FINES FOR OVERDUE ITEMS
The Director informed the Board that eliminating overdue fines had become a hot topic locally
in Virginia and nationwide. The Director provided the document Removing Barriers to Access in the
Board packet. This document is specific for children’s materials, but it can be applied to all overdue
fines. The research found that fines are a barrier to those who need access to the library the most. In
addition, fines are not an incentive to return books, in fact libraries with no fines saw an increase in
circulation. Dealing with fines can become a negative interaction between patrons and staff. In
addition, the administrative and staff time spent collecting fines often costs more than is collected.
Nationwide several large systems have eliminated overdue fines such as Chicago and San Francisco;
and in Virginia, several systems have elected to eliminate all overdue fines or pilot eliminating fines on
children’s materials.
The Director informed the Board that the money collected for fines is allocated in the City’s
general fund. The total fines collected in Fiscal Year 2010 were $63,000. By FY2018 they were at
$34,000, and in FY2019 they were down to $29,000. So far, in FY2020, $13,000 has been collected
and the Director doesn’t expect that the total will reach $20,000 by the end of the fiscal year. Some of
the reasons for the drop in fines could be the migration to Apollo, which is the new ILS (Integrated
Library System). This added Gabbie, a new 2-way texting feature, that allows patrons and staff to
communicate and for patrons to renew their books. Another reason could be auto-renewal which was
implemented last year. Also, all fines were set to $0.30 per item in 2018. The Director talked to
Finance Director Kiran Bawa and City Manager Wyatt Shields about eliminating fines for the library
and they approved it. If this policy gets approved by the Board, Mr. Shields will include it in his
FY2021 budget presentation to Council.
The Director requested a motion from the Board to support the changes in the policy; she will
bring it back to the Board for its first and second reading. She recommended eliminating overdue fines
for all items except ILL materials. Patrons are billed for lost materials not returned 60 days after their
due date.
Upon a motion duly made and seconded, the Library Board unanimously moved to accept
the Director’s recommendation to proceed with developing appropriate changes to the library’s
fine policy and have it ready for first and second reading in March and April. The policy would
go into effect in FY 2021 on July 1, 2020.
Mr. Peterson requested an annual report on the change in the fine policy, either to improve it or
make any changes. She should provide the report to the Board by early FY2022. Mr. Peterson also
asked if other libraries who have eliminated overdue fines present an option to patrons to donate money
to the library when returning books late. He suggested having that practice at the library. The Director
will look into it.
Board Member Molly Novotny left the meeting at 7:50 pm.
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9. CBC STUDENT LIAISON DISCUSSION
Ms. Oppenheimer informed the Board that she had a conversation with Nancy Brandon, Sally
Ekfelt, and Hal Lippman from CBC (Citizens for a Better City). She informed them that the Library
Board is interested in adding some structure to the student liaison experience to help the students learn
more when they participate at the Library Board meeting instead of only being a resume builder. CBC
were pleased that the Library Board is interested; they mentioned that some Boards give the students
projects and ideas to work with. Ms. Oppenheimer asked the Board to think about what projects these
students might do related to library subjects.
Spring is the time when the students apply to CBC. They start participating with Boards and
Commissions in the fall. The Director suggested that one Board member partner with each student to
help them get motivated and feel encouraged. The Board discussed having two students, so they can
feel more comfortable and can work together on the projects. CBC extended an invitation to any Board
member who wants to be included in the interviewing process to select student liaisons.
10. BUSINESS NOT ON AGENDA
The Contract with Centennial has been executed and construction will start on March 16. The
Director will coordinate with Project Manager Millard and Centennial on when the groundbreaking
will take place. Once the construction starts, there will be periods during the day when a lane from
Virginia Avenue will be affected. There will be cranes when Centennial brings the steel in and when
the RTU units are placed on the roof.
Ms. Connelly suggested painting a crosswalk across Virginia Ave near the north side exit of the
Liberty Barbecue parking lot to accommodate the potential lack of sidewalk on the library’s side while
the building is under construction, or putting up a sign directing pedestrians to another crosswalk for
safety purposes. The Director will mention that to Mr. Millard.
City’s Green Space Manager, Jeremy Edwards, removed some of the plants from the library and
they are being distributed around the City. The Director of Communication, Susan Finarelli, will put a
note about it on the City’s website. The memorials that were outside the library were taken to the
property yard to be stored until the construction is over.
Mr. Camp asked how the e-Resources are performing, including Kanopy. The Director
mentioned that she allotted $8,000 in the library budget for Kanopy and so far, 70 % has been spent
out. She will have a meeting with a Kanopy representative to evaluate their resources; deciding if they
will drop the service or if they will add some limitations to it. Alexandria library dropped their Kanopy
service due to the expense. The Director is monitoring all of the e-Resources and will decide which
ones should be kept.
Mr. Chet DeLong started volunteering for the library in April 1994 and began serving and
expired term for the library Board in October of 1994. This will be his 26th year working with the
library.
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11. ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, upon a motion duly made and seconded, the Board of
Trustees voted unanimously to adjourn the meeting at 8:17 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

______________________________
Jenny Carroll
Library Director

Approved:

_______________________________
Stephanie Oppenheimer, Chairperson

Copies: Board of Trustees, City Manager, Library Reference Desk, Staff Bulletin Board, City Clerk,
Library Web Page
The City of Falls Church is committed to the letter and spirit of the Americans with Disabilities
Act. To request a reasonable accommodation for any type of disability, call 703-248-5032,
TTY 711.
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Mary Riley Styles Public Library
LIBRARY POLICY MANUAL
CIR-3: Circulation of Library Materials

Date Issued: 7/21/04
Revised: 10/16/13
Attachments:
Fines and Fees Table
___

I.

Policy
It is the policy of the library to check out and check in library materials as quickly
as possible while ensuring accurate transaction records and inventory control of
library materials.
A. Non-Circulating Materials
The following library materials do not circulate outside of the library:
1. Newspapers;
2. The most recent issue of magazines;
3. Reference books (except under special circumstances—See also the
Loan of Reference Materials Policy)
4. Local History materials
B. Loan Periods
Loan periods for individual items are determined as follows:
1. Three (3) weeks for books, back issues of magazines, books on
audiodisc, compact discs (music)
2. One (1) week for DVDs
3. Eight (8) weeks for book club kits
4. Ebooks and eAudios may be checked out for a maximum of 21 days,
and the patron has a choice of limiting the loan period to 14 or 7 days.
Some downloadable content may have special circulation periods or
may have no expiration period.
5. Seniors (patrons over 62 years of age) receive an extra week for all
types of materials except for DVDs.
6. Some items, such as the annual Consumer Checkbook Guide to
Federal Health Plans, are given a special circulation period.
7. The loan period for an interlibrary loan is set by the lending
institution.

CIR-3.1

B. Limitations on Circulation
The maximum numbers of items of a particular type allowed on a single
account at one time are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

DVDs—five (5) (in any combination)
Compact discs (music)—ten (10)
Books on audiodisc—ten (10)
Back issues of magazines—ten (10)
Ebooks and eAudios—seven (7) (in any combination)
Books—fifty (50)
Book Kits—three (3)

D. Delinquent and Blocked Patron Records
Patrons are considered “delinquent,” and borrowing privileges are suspended,
under the following conditions:
1. They have accrued over $5 in overdue fines or other charges;
2. An item borrowed by the patron is 8 weeks or more overdue.
A record may also have a “manual block” placed on it by Circulation staff
pending the resolution of a specific problem. For example, the Circulation
staff puts a block on a record if the patron reports that their card is lost. In
these cases, a note is placed in the patron record specifying the reason for the
stop, and what needs to be done to remove the stop.
Resolution of the fine/fee situation so that there is less than $5 owed on the
record, or return of items more than 8 weeks overdue and resolution of any
resulting fine/fee situation, immediately removes the delinquent status.
Blocks are removed when the stated problem is rectified.
Circulation staff override the delinquent or stopped status for the following
reasons: pending a shelf-check for a disputed item; for patrons paying down a
large fine through a payment plan; or pending resolution of a disputed fine
amount.
Circulation staff extend loan periods, by request, for patrons who are out of
town for extended periods and who would not be able to renew.
E. Renewals
Circulating items may be renewed two (2) times, for a period of time equal to
the original loan period, as long as that item is not reserved by another patron.
Renewals are also subject to restrictions due to patron delinquency, blocked
CIR-3.2

records, etc. In addition, some items, such as eBooks and eAaudios, may be
non-renewable by policy or by definition.
Patrons may renew in person at the Circulation desk with or without the items,
by phone, or online. Renewal loan periods are calculated from the date of the
renewal.
F. Special Circulation Policies
Non-circulating reference items may be allowed to circulate under certain
conditions, according to the Loan of Reference Materials Policy. Other items
may be assigned special loan periods as needed.
G. Return of Materials
Items may be returned to the Circulation desk during operating hours, or to the
outdoor bookdrops at any time. Items may be returned by mail, although the
returned date is the date that the item is received and checked in, and the
patron is responsible for any items lost or damaged in transit.
Items returned to the book drop prior to opening on a given day are considered
to have been returned the previous working day. Overdue fine amounts are
figured accordingly.
The patron is responsible for any fines accrued due to late return of an item,
any charges related to damage determined to have been done to the item while
checked out to the patron, and any replacement costs and processing fees
associated with items that are not returned to the library.
H. Fines and Fees
It is the policy of the library to assess charges in accordance with the attached
Fines and Fees table.
The Library Director may change fines and fees without notice in accordance
with fines and fees rates approved by the Library Board of Trustees. The fine
and fee rates are reviewed annually, or more frequently as the need arises.
Fines and fees rates are posted in the library and are available on the library
website.
Borrowing privileges are suspended when a record has accrued $5.00 in fines
or fees. The Circulation Supervisor or the Library Director may waive or
reduce fines and/or fees. A patron may appeal a decision regarding reduction
of fines or fees either in person or in writing to the Library Board of Trustees
if not satisfied with the decision.

CIR-3.3

Payment options for resolving fines or fees include payment by cash, check,
credit card, or debit card. Credit card payments are accepted by phone.
Payment plans which allow a patron to continue to use the library despite
fines and fees in excess of $5.00 may be arranged with the Circulation
Supervisor or the Library Director in cases where payment of fines may
constitute a hardship for the patron.
Fine amnesty events may also be scheduled by the Library Director and the
Library Board of Trustees. For example, fines are regularly waived for patrons
making a charitable food donation during a “Foods for Fines” drive.
Library staff and members of the Library Board of Trustees are not assessed
fines or fees. Volunteers with a minimum of six months of continuous service
are not assessed fines or fees. Exiting staff members or volunteers are
charged fines or fees for items unreturned at the time of their departure.
In addition to other maximum fine or fee limits, there is a $25 maximum fine
for overdue items returned and paid for at one time. If overdue charges for all
items returned at one time exceed the $25 maximum, those excess charges are
waived.
Fees for lost or damaged items include a processing fee (see Fines and Fees
Table, attached). This fee is reflected in the listed replacement cost of the
item in the library database. The library does not accept replacement-inkind for lost or damaged items. A patron may receive a partial refund,
minus the processing fee, for lost items which are then found and returned to
the library. Refunds are not given more than six months after the date of
original payment, and are not given without documentation of the original
payment.
Accounts with severely overdue items or with excessive fines are subject to
legal action by the Library.
For additional relevant policies and procedures, see also: Cash Handling and
Cash Register Policy; Lost and Damaged Materials Policy; and Returned
Check Policy.
I. Holds
Patrons may place holds on items so that those items are trapped and held for
them at the Circulation desk. If multiple patrons place holds on the same
item, the first patron to place a hold has first priority. A patron can only place
10 holds at a time for in-house materials. Items that have been trapped and
are being held for the patron count toward the limit of 10. Holds on eBooks
and eAudios do not count toward the limit of 10, but a patron may only place
5 holds on eBooks and eAudios at a time.
CIR-3.4

Patrons may place holds on “available” items. These items are retrieved by
library staff and trapped for the patron as time permits. Before the items are
trapped the item will circulate on a first-come, first-served basis.
Items that have one or more holds placed on them are trapped during check-in
for the next patron on the hold list. Items are held for a patron for seven days,
after which, if they are not checked out by the patron, they are trapped for the
next person on the hold list or, if there is no hold on the item, returned to the
shelf. EBooks and eAudios, however, are available for only 48 hours from the
date that the patron is notified of their availability.
Patrons may cancel a hold by request, either by Circulation staff or through
his or her online account.

CIR-3.5

Mary Riley Styles Public Library
LIBRARY POLICY MANUAL
CIR-3: Circulation of Library Materials

Date Issued: 7/21/04
Revised: 10/16/2013
7/1/2020
Attachments:
Fines and Fees Table
___

I.

Policy
It is the policy of the library to check out and check in library materials as quickly
as possible while ensuring accurate transaction records and inventory control of
library materials.
A. Non-Circulating Materials
The following library materials do not circulate outside of the library:
1. Newspapers;
2. Most recent issue of magazines;
3. Reference books (except under special circumstances—See also the
Loan of Reference Materials Policy);
4. Local History materials.
B. Loan Periods
Loan periods for individual items are determined as follows:
1. Three (3) weeks for books, back issues of magazines, and books on
audiodisc
2. One (1) week for DVDs
3. Eight (8) weeks for book club kits
4. Ebooks and eAudios may be checked out for a maximum of 21 days,
and the patron has a choice of limiting the loan period to 14 or 7 days.
Some downloadable content may have special circulation periods or
may have no expiration period.
5. Seniors (patrons over 62 years of age) receive an extra week for all
types of physical materials except for DVDs.
6. Some items, such as the annual Consumer Checkbook Guide to
Federal Health Plans and 3-D materials, are given a special circulation
period.

CIR-3.1

7. The loan period for an interlibrary loan is set by the lending
institution.
C. Limitations on Circulation
The maximum numbers of items of a particular type allowed on a single
account at one time are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

DVDs—ten (10) (in any combination)
Books on audiodisc—ten (10)
Back issues of magazines—ten (10)
Ebooks and eAudios—Ten (10) (in any combination)
Books—fifty (50)
Book Kits—three (3)

D. Blocked Patron Records
Patrons’ borrowing privileges and access to select online resources are
suspended when they have accrued over $10 in charges.
A record may also have a “manual block” placed on it by Circulation staff
pending the resolution of a specific problem. For example, the Circulation
staff puts a block on a record if the patron reports that their card is lost. In
these cases, a note is placed in the patron record specifying the reason for the
stop, and what needs to be done to remove the stop.
Resolution of charges so that there is less than $10 owed on the record
immediately removes the blocked status. Blocks are removed when the stated
problem is rectified.
Circulation staff may override the blocked status for the following reasons:
pending a shelf-check for a disputed item; for patrons paying down a large
fine through a payment plan; or pending resolution of a disputed fine or
charge amount. Desk staff has the authority to permit patrons to continue to
use library resources despite a blocked account if they deem it appropriate in
the situation.
Circulation staff extend loan periods, by request, for patrons who are out of
town for extended periods and who would not be able to renew.
E. Renewals
Circulating items may be renewed two (2) times, for a period of time equal to
the original loan period, as long as that item is not reserved by another patron.
Renewals are also subject to restrictions due to patron delinquency, blocked

CIR-3.2

records, etc. In addition, some items, such as eBooks and eAaudios, may be
non-renewable by policy or by definition.
The library automatically renews all eligible materials the day they are due.
Items that are not eligible to be renewed include materials that have already
been renewed twice, materials on reserve for another patron, materials on a
blocked account with charges over $10, and e-Materials. Renewal
notifications will be sent to patrons via their preferred notification method
providing them with information about the renewed items, as well as
information about items that were unable to be renewed.
Patrons may renew in person at the Circulation desk with or without the items,
by phone, via text, at the self-check machine, or online. Renewal loan periods
are calculated from the date of the renewal.
F. Special Circulation Policies
Non-circulating reference items may be allowed to circulate under certain
conditions, according to the Loan of Reference Materials Policy. Other items
may be assigned special loan periods as needed.
G. Return of Materials
Items may be returned to the Circulation desk during operating hours, or to the
outdoor bookdrops at any time. Items may be returned by mail, although the
returned date is the date that the item is received and checked in, and the
patron is responsible for any items lost or damaged in transit. Items returned
to the book drop prior to opening on a given day are considered to have been
returned the previous working day.
The patron is responsible for any charges related to damage determined to
have been done to the item while checked out to the patron, and any
replacement costs and processing fees associated with items that are not
returned to the library.
H. Fines and Fees
It is the policy of the library to assess charges in accordance with the attached
Fines and Fees table. As of July 1, 2020 the library is no longer assessing
overdue fines except on ILL items. Lost/Damaged items are charged their
replacement fees. Items are considered long overdue when they are 28 days
overdue, at which point they will be billed to the patrons account. Billed items
returned to the library will result in removal of the charges. [See below for
additional information on billing.]

CIR-3.3

The Library Director may change fines and fees without notice in accordance
with fines and fees rates approved by the Library Board of Trustees. The fine
and fee rates are reviewed annually, or more frequently as the need arises.
Fines and fees rates are posted in the library and are available on the library
website.
Borrowing privileges are suspended when a record has accrued over $10.00 in
charges. The Circulation Supervisor, the Library Director, or library desk
staff may waive or reduce charges. A patron may appeal a decision regarding
reduction of charges either in person or in writing to the Library Board of
Trustees if not satisfied with the decision.
Payment options for resolving charges include payment by cash, check, credit
card, or debit card. Credit card payments are accepted by phone, in person,
and online. Payment plans which allow a patron to continue to use the library
despite charges in excess of $10.00 may be arranged with the Circulation
Supervisor or the Library Director in cases where payment of charges may
constitute a hardship for the patron.
Library staff and members of the Library Board of Trustees are responsible
for lost/damaged or long overdue items. Exiting staff members or volunteers
are charged for lost/damaged or for items unreturned at the time of their
departure.
Fees for lost/damaged or long overdue items include a processing fee (see
Fines and Fees Table, attached). This fee is reflected in the listed replacement
cost of the item in the library database. The library does not accept
replacement-in-kind for lost or damaged items. A patron may receive a
partial refund, minus the processing fee, for lost items which are then found
and returned to the library. Refunds are not given more than six months after
the date of original payment, and are not given without documentation of the
original payment.
Accounts with severely overdue items or with excessive charges are subject to
legal action by the Library.
For additional relevant policies and procedures, see also: Cash Handling and
Cash Register Policy; Lost and Damaged Materials Policy; and Returned
Check Policy.
I. Reserves
Patrons may place reserves on items so that those items are trapped and held
for them at the Circulation desk. If multiple patrons place reserves on the
same item, the first patron to place a reserve has first priority. A patron can
only place 20 reserves at a time for in-house materials. Items that have been
CIR-3.4

trapped and are being held for the patron count toward the limit of 20.
Reserves on eBooks and eAudios do not count toward the limit of 10, but a
patron may only place 10 reserves on eBooks and eAudios at a time.
Patrons may place reserves on “available” items. These items are retrieved by
library staff and trapped for the patron as time permits. Before the items are
trapped the item will circulate on a first-come, first-served basis.
Items that have one or more reserves placed on them are trapped during
check-in for the next patron on the reserve list. Items are held for a patron for
seven days, after which, if they are not checked out by the patron, they are
trapped for the next person on the reserve list or, if there is no reserve on the
item, returned to the shelf. EBooks and eAudios, however, are available for
only 72 hours from the date that the patron is notified of their availability.
Patrons may cancel a reserve by request, either by Circulation staff or through
his or her online account.
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Mary Riley Styles Public Library
Fines and Fees (Rev August 1, 2018)
(subject to change without notice)

Books

Fines and fees

Hardcover
Paper & Board Books
Juv. Book+CD Sets
Magazines

overdue
fine/day
30¢
30¢
30¢
30¢

max overdue
fine*
$8.00
$5.00
$8.00
$1.00

Replacement charge for lost
items (incl processing fee)
$1.00
actual cost + $2.00
actual cost + $5.00
actual cost + $2.00

Book-Club-to-Go Sets
Reference Books

$1.00
$10.00

$8.00
$50.00

for each lost book = list price
for current pbk ed.; entire kit =
$15 + chg for bks
actual cost + $5.00

ILL Items
Downloadable ebooks

$1.00
N/A

$25.00
N/A

actual cost + $5.00
N/A

Books on Audiodisc

30¢

$8.00

actual cost + $5.00

Music CDs or CD-ROMs

30¢

$8.00

actual cost + $5.00

DVDs

30¢

$8.00

actual cost + $5.00

$1.00

$8.00

actual cost + $5.00

3-D Materials (Thermal
Camera's, Nature
Backpacks, etc.)

other charges
$8.00

lending lib's chgs
may apply

Other Duplicating

Services

NOTE: There is a maximum total fine of $25 for overdue items returned and paid for at one time.
*Fines do not exceed the cost of the item.
Printing
Photocopying
Printing to Photopaper
Scanning/Processing Fee
for Digital Images
Shipping/Handling
Professional Prints

15¢/page
15¢/page
$2.00/page
$10.00/item (@ 300dpi); $25.00/item for hi-res (over 300dpi) scanning
$5.00
vendor's fee (usually determined by size)

Interlibrary Loan**
** Available only to Falls Church City residents

$4.00 postage/item + lending lib's charges, if applicable

Other Charges

Subscriber Library Card (annual fee)***
Replacement Library Card
Destruction/Removal of Smart Tag
Damaged Book Cover
Damaged Book Repaired in-house
Lost Disc(s) from Multi-CD Set (non TC)
Lost Disc(s) from Teaching Co. Set
Lost Video, DVD, or CD-ROM Case
Lost Juv Books-to-Go Bag (canvas)
Lost Juv Book+Audio Set Bag (plastic)
Lost Book-Club-Kit Binder
Lost Book-Club-Kit Box
MRS Printed Book Bags (canvas)
Ear Buds
Thumb Drives
Penalty Fee for Returned Check
***Available only to Virginia residents

$75.00/year
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$5.00
$8.00/disc
$20.00/disc
$1.00
$9.00
25¢
$5.00
$10.00
$9.00 + tax
$1.00 + tax
$8.00 + tax
$50.00

-

-

- -

-

-

-

- -

-

West End Small Area Plan
Library Board
May 20, 2020

1

What is Small Area Planning?
1. What is Small Area Planning?
2. Existing Conditions & Guidance
3. Opportunities for Future Improvements

2

What is Small Area Planning?
•Long-range plan applied to
smaller area to address unique
issues with tailored solutions
•Provides an area-specific
framework for redevelopment
within the guidelines of the
City’s Comprehensive Plan

3

Why is the City doing a Small
Area Plan?
•Comprehensive Plan created
Planning Opportunity Areas
(POAs):
⁻ Areas where property may be
underutilized
⁻ Recommended areas for
additional development or
redevelopment

4

Plan for Planning

5

Existing Conditions & Guidance
1. What is Small Area Planning?
2. Existing Conditions & Guidance
3. Opportunities for Future Improvements

6

Metro-rail

West Falls Church Metro
Metro Parking
Garage

Mary Ellen Henderson
Middle School

UVA / VT

George Mason
High School

Falls Plaza
Condominium
GIANT

WestMetro
Plaza
McDonald’s

CVS

STAPLES

Fairfax County

City Property
Yard

Founders Row
7

What is West Falls Church like now?

Difficult crossings
8

What is West Falls Church like now?

Large Parking Lots
Suburban Oriented
Car Dependent

Difficult crossings
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What is West Falls Church like now?

Light Industry

Difficult crossings

10

What is West Falls Church like now?

A lot of school foot traffic
Light Industry

Difficult crossings

11

What is West Falls Church like now?

Metro Connections
but low accessibility without car

Difficult crossings

12

What is West Falls Church like now?

Opportunity for a gateway
A sense of place
A lot of school foot traffic
Light Industry

Difficult crossings

13

West End Study Area

Summary of Comprehensive
Plan Guidance
• Incorporate high quality
urban design
• Enhance multi-modal
connections &
accessibility
• Develop retail frontage
along West Broad St
• Encourage lot
consolidation
14

15

Opportunities for Future Improvements
1. What is Small Area Planning?
2. Existing Conditions & Guidance
3. Opportunities for Future

Improvements
16

Vision / Goals
17

Vision
The West End is a vibrant gateway into the City of
Falls Church. Gathering spaces and a mix of uses,
including the Falls Church City Public Schools’
campus, immerse residents and visitors in a
welcoming and inclusive community. Continuing
investment builds upon activity already underway
and supports the area’s economic vitality, enhances
safety and multimodal transportation connections,
and affirms the City’s commitment as an urban
sustainability and resilience leader.
18

Goals
1.

Provide a guide for the coordinated redevelopment of the City’s West End that
establishes a live/work/play/learn community. Promote redevelopment that
incorporates vibrant retail, Class A office space, light industrial, and a diverse supply
of housing that supports a range of incomes.

2.

Encourage quality urban design that creates an attractive gateway into the City,
supports efficient land development, and builds upon a sense of place through
consistent streetscape and materials, walkable neighborhoods, and community
spaces.

3.

Enhance transportation connections and accessibility. Incorporate safe, frequent
pedestrian crossings, and improve multi-modal connections to the metro station and
other areas of the City.

4.

Ensure utility and infrastructure planning meets the current and future demands of
the City’s residents and businesses. Innovative, sustainable, and climate-resilient
solutions should be incorporated and tree-canopy coverage should be increased.

5.

Incorporate publicly accessible parks and open space areas into redevelopment that
connect to nearby parks outside of the planning area.
19

Land-Use / Zoning
20

West Falls Church Metro

Mary Ellen Henderson
Middle School

UVA / VT

George Mason
High School

WestMetro
Plaza
McDonald’s

Change from business to
mixed-use

GIANT

CVS

STAPLES

21

West Falls Church Metro

Mary Ellen Henderson
Middle School

Change to B-2; allow for
coordinated development
similar to 9.45 acre site

UVA / VT

George Mason
High School

WestMetro
Plaza
McDonald’s

Change from R-1A to M-1

GIANT

CVS

STAPLES

Update M-1 or create new
industrial zoning district
22

The West End
23

VIBRANT LIVE / WORK /
PLAY / LEARN COMMUNITY
• Build upon City’s existing
heritage
• Consider local & regional needs
• Incorporate amenities and
variety of uses:
• Restaurants
• Retail
• Office
• Public spaces/ spaces for
programmed community
events
• Diverse housing types that
support a range of incomes
• Builds upon connection to City
School Campuses & Virginia Tech
Facilities
24

Urban Design
25

URBAN EXPERIENCES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wide sidewalks
Places for sitting
Café areas
Attractions for all ages
Landscaping
Street trees
Flexible space
Public art

Founders Row

West Falls Church
26

NEW GRID
• Breaking up
larger blocks
• Incorporating
internal street
network
• Creating
connections to
W&OD and the
metro

27

Mobility & Accessibility
28

PEDESTRIAN
IMPROVMENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Widen Sidewalks
Fewer Curb-cuts
Planted Medians
Mid-Block Crossings
Interior Block Paths
Engaging Streetscape

•

Reduced Building Setbacks

Existing Conditions

ULI Mini-TAP
Walk Study

Scored: 40 / 100
“Most errands
require a car”

29

Community Building Blocks
30

Existing Impervious Coverage

INFRASTRUCTURE &
ENVIRONMENT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stormwater
Sanitary Sewer
Utility Undergrounding
Energy Efficiency
City Property Yard
Urban Forestry
Urban Agriculture

31

Parks & Open Space
32

ALL TYPES OF PARKS
• Opportunity and need
to create new open
space in City’s West End
• Parks can come in urban
form with more
amenities
• Plazas and squares can
be outlets for gathering
space

33

Next Steps
•Boards/Commissions Review –
April-May 2020
•Planning Commission/City Council
Work Sessions – June 2020
•Tentative Action – Summer 2020

34

West End
Planning Opportunity Area 4, 7, & 8

Draft v3 - 3/13/20

City of Falls Church Department of Development Services
300 Park Avenue, Suite 300 West
Falls Church, VA 22046
703-248-5040 (TTY 711)
703-248 5225 fax
plan@fallschurchva.gov
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1. Introduction & Background

1

Purpose
The City’s Comprehensive Plan serves as a guide for future
development of the City. The Plan describes demographic
trends, describes existing conditions, and sets policies for
future conditions in the City, including land use,
transportation, urban design, and the environment.
Within the context of setting policies for development of the
City, the Comprehensive Plan identifies several Planning
Opportunity Areas (POAs) (See the Opportunity Area
Priority/Schedule map on page 1-5). The Comprehensive
Plan describes POAs as being areas where property is
currently underutilized. Redevelopment could help improve
quality of life in these areas of the City and further the
realization of the Plan’s overall vision for the City.
This Small Area Plan will provide a general concept for the
City’s West End which covers three POAs: the Gordon Road
Triangle (POA 4), West End (POA 7), and School-Related
Parcels (POA 8). This plan is intended to provide an areaspecific framework for redevelopment that supports and
builds upon the guidelines established in the City’s
Comprehensive Plan.

Authority of the Plan
This plan and the concepts herein create a conceptual
framework for redevelopment and public improvements for
the City’s West End that, when combined, will create a
vibrant, economically viable, walkable, bicycle friendly,
destination along one of the City’s major commercial
corridors adjacent to the West Falls Church Metro Station
and Interstate 66. The recommendations in this Plan are
meant to provide a starting point for public and private
investment into general improvements to the area. This
Plan does not constitute a change to the City’s
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Comprehensive Plan, Future Land Use Map, Zoning
Ordinance, or Zoning Map.

Local Context and Geography

West Falls Church Metro

Chapter 4 of the 2005 Comprehensive Plan identified the
area between the W&OD Trail and the western City
boundary as two separate POAs, the Gordon Road Triangle
(POA 4) and the West End (POA 7). In 2013, the City of
Falls Church acquired land from adjacent Fairfax County
through a legal agreement and referendum. A large portion
of this land, referred to as “Schools-Related Parcels,” was
designated as POA 8. This plan examines these three POAs
together to develop a coordinated vision for redevelopment
of the City’s West End.
The Schools-Related Parcels POA is located at the
westernmost end of the City, north of the intersection of
Leesburg Pike (SR 7) and Haycock Road. This land
comprises over 34 acres and includes the George Mason
High School and Mary Ellen Henderson Middle School
campuses. It is bordered by Interstate 66 to the north, and
is between the Leesburg Pike exit off Interstate 66 and the
West Falls Church Metro Station.

Mary Ellen Henderson
Middle School
George Mason
High School

Giant

CVS
Staples

The West End POA (POA 7) is located on the northeastern
side of West Broad Street between the W&OD Trail and
Haycock Road. The area currently includes the Falls Plaza
Shopping Center which is bisected by Birch Street.
On the south side of West Broad Street at the intersection
with the W&OD Trail is the Gordon Road Triangle POA
(POA 4). This area currently contains a mix of automobile
sales and service, retail sales, light industrial services,
office, vehicle storage uses, and the City’s property yard.
Each Planning Opportunity Area (POA) in the City presents
its own opportunities. The factors that make this area of the
City special include the following:
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The City’s high school and middle school, George
Mason High School and Mary Ellen Henderson
Middle School;



Proximity of the West Falls Church Metrorail Station;



City ownership of approximately 34 acres of land,
almost 10 of which will be used for economic
development; and



Large parcels of land that are under single
ownership which create the opportunity for larger
mixed-use development footprints to expand market
presence within the Northern Virginia and
Washington Metro Area.

Each POA fits a unique role and purpose within the larger
City. The West End POAs collectivity define an area
characterized by strong multimodal regional connectivity
and a growing interest for attractive, coordinated mixed use
redevelopments projects on the sites adjacent to the
planned economic development project.
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Regional Context
The West End is one of the key places in the constellation
of Northern Virginia. West Broad Street is part of a major
regional roadway (State Route 7) that extends from
Leesburg to Alexandria and also connects the City to
Tysons Corner, Seven Corners, and Bailey’s Crossroads.
The POA is located at the western edge of the City with
direct access to the West Falls Church Metro Station and
Interstate 66. It is approximately 2.5 miles from Tysons
Corner along Leesburg Pike (SR 7), and 6 miles from
Ballston via Interstate 66.
The West End is surrounded on three sides by Fairfax
County. On the eastern side is the VA Tech/UVA joint
campus and a private, entry-controlled surface parking lot.
The West Falls Church Metro Station is just beyond the
campus, and includes a five story parking structure. Just
south of the West Falls Church Metro Station is a
condominium neighborhood. West of Leesburg Pike (SR 7)
in Fairfax County are single family houses and a new
townhouse neighborhood. The W&OD Trail, a 45-mile
regional trail between Shirlington and Purcellville, borders
the southern edge of the POA.
The areas surrounding the West End are experiencing an
increase in development interest. To the east of the study
area on the other side of the W&OD Trail is Founders Row,
a 4.3-acre mixed-use development project. The project is
under construction with the first of its retail and residential
units anticipated to be completed in summer 2021. To the
north of the study area, Virginia Tech and WMATA have
submitted a joint comprehensive plan amendment
application and are planning a mixed-use development that
could tie into the economic development project in the City.
West Falls Church Metro
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Methodology
This plan is a product of the City of Falls Church,
commissioned by the Falls Church City Council. The plan
blends information from several sources including adopted
City policies, local history, regional context and trends, best
practices and input from the Falls Church community,
landowners and business owners. Quantitative data was
acquired from a number of sources, including the U.S.
Census Bureau, the Virginia Department of Transportation,
and the City of Falls Church Real Estate Assessor. GIS data
for map creation and analysis was created by the City of
Falls Church. Site pictures are from Google Images, Google
Earth, Bing Maps, and on-location by City officials.
Qualitative data was acquired from community meetings,
developers, planners, the City of Falls Church City Council,
and the City of Falls Church Planning Commission.
Stakeholder workshops were held on February 23, 2017,
and June 19, 2019. The workshops consisted of key
stakeholders for the study area including representatives
from the following:


Regional Agencies (Virginia Department of
Transportation, Metropolitan Washington Council of
Governments, Northern Virginia Transportation
Commission,
Northern
Virginia
Regional
Commission);



Fairfax County (Supervisors Offices, Department of
Planning & Zoning, and Department of
Transportation);



City staff (Planning Division and Public Works); and



Landowners/Adjacent business owners (Virginia
Tech/University of Virginia, Washington Metro and

Transit Authority, Federal Realty Investment Trust,
George Mason High School redevelopment team,
West Falls Church Gateway Partners, and Beyer),

October 26, 2019 Community Meeting

A community kickoff meeting was held on March 25, 2017,
in the Mary Ellen Henderson Middle School Cafetorium.
This community meeting focused on redevelopment
opportunities in the Schools-Related Parcels POA. There
was an attendance of about 45 people, 20 of which were
community members.
Another community meeting was held on October 26, 2019,
at Falls Church Episcopal. At this meeting, local
stakeholders, residents, and city staff came together to
review what has already been planned and entitled for POA
8 and then discussed how that connects with future
redevelopment in the West End and Gordon Road POAs.
Public input received at the community meeting was
incorporated into the draft and presented at the December
2, 2019 Planning Commission work session.
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History
Past
The West End was once part of the 1,279 acre Pearson
Grant of 1724, owned by Captain Simon Pearson. Most of
the area was in agricultural use historically. The site
contained a farm and house known first as "Montpelier" in
the 18th and early 19th century, and in the mid-19th century
it was renamed "Wayside."
The Wayside property was later sold to Ellen and Leonard
S. Gordon (for whom Gordon Road is named) in 1886. In
1895, Leonard Gordon divided the Wayside property and
sold the north side (area north of Leesburg Pike) including
the Wayside house to Kate Flagg.
The Town of Falls Church incorporated in 1948 to become
the City of Falls Church. Falls Church City Public Schools
separated from the Fairfax School system upon
authorization from the Virginia Board of Education in 1949.
Later in 1949, the Falls Church City School Board
purchased the Wayside property from Kate Flagg for the
construction of George Mason High School. The “Wayside”
house remained on the site until its demolition in 1952 for
the construction of George Mason High School.
George Mason High School originally served both middle
and high school students from the City of Falls Church.
Several additions to the school building were completed
between 1953-1972. The additions have resulted in a
sprawling campus that covers over 30 acres of the West
End.
In 2005, Mary Ellen Henderson Middle School was
constructed to relieve overcrowding in the George Mason
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High School building. The 136,000 sq. ft. middle school was
built with a compact, vertical design at a height of 3 stories.
Washington & Old Dominion Railroad
The Washington & Old Dominion (W&OD) Railroad
operated in the City from 1859 to 1968. The West Falls
Church railroad station was once located close to the
intersection of West Broad Street and the W&OD Trail. This
station was primarily used for freight while the East Falls
Church station was used by passengers.
All W&OD services were ended in 1968. When W&OD
operations ceased, the Virginia Electric and Power
Company bought the right-of-way for its electric
transmission lines. In 1974, the Northern Virginia Regional
Park Authority began to purchase the right-of-way. The first
section of the W&OD Bike and Pedestrian Trail opened in
Falls Church later that year.

Washington & Old Dominion Railroad

Present
UVA/VT Land Agreement
The City of Falls Church owns approximately five acres of
land in Fairfax County adjacent to POA 8, which was
acquired in 1975. On February 14, 1994, this land was
ground leased to UVA and Virginia Tech. On July 2, 2019,
the University of Virginia assigned its interest in the ground
lease to Virginia Tech, making it the sole tenants. Under the
lease terms, Virginia Tech has the option to purchase the
property beginning in 2021. The lease provides restrictions
on the uses that can be placed on the property, even after
the option to purchase.

in the adjustment, it is 34.56 acres. The stipulations of the
agreement for the Schools-Related Parcels allows up to
30% of the acreage to be used for any lawful purpose.
Recent Planning Studies
There has been almost a decade’s worth of planning for the
City’s West End. These studies are summarized below and
available
in
the
City’s
Planning
Library
(www.fallschurchva.gov/planning).

Virginia Tech has plans to purchase the property and
redevelop it. The plans under consideration would require
amendments to some of the lease terms, including the uses.
The current plan for the property includes three multifamily
residential buildings, a building for the Virginia Tech
academic buildings, and an office building and innovation
center for Hitt Construction Company. Redevelopment of
this property would complement and support the planned
economic development project within the City.
2013 Boundary Adjustment
Planning Opportunity Area 8 is referred to as the “SchoolsRelated Parcels” in the 2013 boundary adjustment
agreement between the City of Falls Church and Fairfax
County adopted by Falls Church City Council resolution
2013-11 on April 22, 2013, and approved by voter
referendum on November 5, 2013. On December 13, 2013,
a Special Court appointed by the Virginia Supreme Court
approved the voluntary boundary adjustment agreement
and transfer of 38.4 acres of City-owned land from Fairfax
County into the City of Falls Church. The Schools-Related
Parcels area is the larger of two areas transferred to the City

Gordon Road Student Study (2010) During the Fall 2010
semester, Virginia Tech’s Urban Affairs & Planning
graduate studio conducted an analysis of Falls Church’s
Gordon Road Triangle and created a concept plan for
redeveloping the site. Creating a walkable, transit-oriented
development with ample green space was among the major
recommendations from the study.
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West Falls Church Metro, and enhancing safety through
pedestrian-oriented design.
ULI mini-TAP (2015) - ULI conducted a mini-TAP in 2015
which focused on redevelopment opportunities for the
Gordon Road Triangle POA. Recommendations from the
study included creating a gridded street network,
establishing retail frontage along Broad Street, and
incorporating streetscape, pedestrian, and park/open space
improvements into redevelopment.

Public Works Yard Potential Design (ULI mini-TAP)

Urban Land Institute (ULI) Technical Assistance Panel
(TAP) (2014) - A TAP coordinated by ULI took place in
October 2014. The TAP focused on redevelopment of the
Schools-Related Parcels POA and included experts from
fields related to urban design, development, and real estate.
Members of the public and City officials attended and gave
feedback regarding the property. The TAP recommended a
mix of uses in “agora” type development focused on the
corner of Haycock Road and Leesburg Pike (Rt 7) on the
City property. The panel also recommended redevelopment
of adjacent Metro property in Fairfax County that would
provide an urban and transportation continuation between
the POA and the West Falls Church Metro Station.
Virginia Tech Study (2014) - A Virginia Tech graduate
studio (Fall 2014) conducted an analysis of the ULI TAP to
examine land use and development issues in the SchoolsRelated Parcels POA. Key recommendations from the study
included increasing park and open space land, creating
affordable housing, designing a wayfinding system to the
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Urban Development Authority (UDA) Grant (2017) - The
City received a UDA Planning grant through the
Commonwealth’s Office of Intermodal Planning and
Investment. Through that grant, the City worked with
Rhodeside & Harwell to develop Urban Design Guidelines
for the Schools-Related Parcels POA. The study
recommended a number of guidelines to create a mixed-use
urban center and a “special place” for Falls Church
including:


incorporating architectural features to break up the
massing of buildings;



using ground floor treatments to foster an active and
human-scale environment;



creating special street corners;



incorporating streetscape and public art;



using built elements to create a welcoming gateway;
and



creating a development pattern that is sensitive to
the surrounding land uses and includes appropriate
transitional areas.

Nelson-Nygaard Study (2017) - With funding from the
Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments
(MWCOG) Transportation/Land-Use Connections (TLC)
program, Nelson/Nygaard conducted a study of the
transportation network in the West Falls Church area. The
study included several important recommendations
including:


improving street connectivity through the site and to
adjacent properties;



establishing a high quality bicycle network; and



providing safe and efficient pedestrian circulation
within and around the site.

Referendum
In November 2017, Falls Church voters approved a
referendum for the issuance of up to $120 million in bonds
for the construction of a new George Mason High School.
As part of the strategy to mitigate taxpayer costs for this new
high school, the City Council, School Board, Planning
Commission, and Economic Development Authority jointly
planned and marketed approximately 10 acres of land from
the Schools-Related Parcels POA for private economic
development. A long-term land lease for the site will be
granted to the developer, and the value of that land lease
and the future tax revenues from such redevelopment will
be used to help defray the cost of annual debt service for
the new school.



January 22, 2018 – Amended Chapter 4 of the
Comprehensive Plan to create a “Special
Revitalization District for Education and Economic
Development” and designate the schools related
parcels POA as “Parks & Open Space” with two
School Symbols and “Mixed-Use” within a “Special
Revitalization District for Education and Economic
Development” on the Future Land Use Plan map.



August 13, 2018 – Amended B-2 zoning district to
create new special exception provisions (Special
Exception Entitlement and Special Exception Site
Plan) to provide additional flexibility in height and
density needed to achieve significant mixed-use
development projects and allow for by-right
development of an elementary or secondary school
up to a height of seven stories.



December 10, 2018 – Amended the Official Zoning
District Map to change the existing zoning in the
Schools-Related Parcels POA from R-1A , Low
Density Residential to B-2, Central Business to
accommodate the anticipated special exceptions
and site plans for the economic development project
and to permit additional height for the new urban
scale high school.

Comprehensive Plan & Zoning Amendments
A number of land use and zoning changes were approved
to facilitate and support the development of the new high
school and a significant mixed-use project. These changes
are summarized below and discussed in more detail in the
Land Use & Zoning chapter of this plan.
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New George Mason High School
Phase 1a and 1b site plans for the new George Mason High
School were approved on May 20, 2019, and August 5,
2019 respectively. The new high school which broke ground
on June 14, 2019, is expected to open in January 2021.
West Falls Church Special Exception
Entitlement Approval
On July 8, 2019, City Council approved a Special Exception
Entitlement (SEE) for the West Falls Church mixed-use
development project. The SEE governs the general
locations of the development’s buildings, height of buildings,
location, type, and amount of individual uses on the site,
infrastructure and transportation on the site, public facilities
and utilities, and other aspects related to future approvals
and development on the subject property. More detailed
plans showing the final project design will be developed as
part of the Special Exception Site Plan process.

Rendering of the new George Mason High School

Massing Diagram for Approved West Falls Church SEE Application
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Existing Comprehensive Plan
Guidance



Locate buildings as close to West Broad Street as
possible with parking in the rear of buildings.



Effectively use screening and buffering techniques
for adjacent uses in the City and the neighboring
areas of Fairfax County, as well as compatible
transitions to the adjacent neighborhoods in terms of
height, scale, and intensity.



Achieve specific and consistent architectural goals
(building materials, window types, roof overhangs,
roof pitch, and porches).

The Comprehensive Plan establishes land use and urban
design goals for the City’s West End. These principles for
each of the three POAs are consolidated below.

Land Use & Zoning:


Modify the Future Land Use Map to reflect the areas
where development will occur.



Create a retail appearance on West Broad Street
with retail uses on the first floor of buildings.



Promote a positive image of the City as part of a
gateway.



Consolidate lots to achieve effective site planning
and large-scale or mixed-use development.



Effectively landscape the interior of parking areas
and provide screening from the street.



Rezone from the default R-1A zoning district to a
district compatible with desired redevelopment, or
create a new zoning district that is compatible with
desired redevelopment.



Use uniform signage.



Replacement or renovation of George Mason High
School.

Urban Design:


Design guidelines that are appropriate for an area
that includes schools as well as a mixture of
commercial uses. These would not supersede the
existing Design Guidelines but complement them in
regard to the special area and circumstances of the
POA including the two schools and the West Falls
Church Metro Station.

Sustainability:


Economic Sustainability
commercial development.



Environmental Sustainability involving Net Zero,
District Energy, geothermal systems, and LEED
Gold certification.



Include green space along the southern border of
the triangle with the Grove Branch to provide a better
buffer for the stream and as an attraction and
entrance area for cyclists along the W&OD Trail.

in

regard

to

new
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Transportation:
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Create connections to the rest of the City of Falls
Church via West Broad Street (SR 7) and the West
End and Gordon Road Triangle POAs.



Create regional connections via the West Falls
Church Metro Station, Leesburg Pike (SR 7), and
Interstate 66.



Consider the reconfiguration of Gordon Road and
the alignment with Birch Street.



Provide convenient and safe pedestrian access and
bicycle access from West Broad Street to
businesses and from businesses to West Falls
Church Metro station and the W&OD Trail.



Consolidate entrances.

2. Concepts

2

Vision & Goals



Enhance
transportation
connections
and
accessibility. Incorporate safe, frequent pedestrian
crossings and improve multi-modal connections to
the metro station and other areas of the City.



Ensure utility and infrastructure planning meets the
current and future demands of the City’s residents
and businesses. Innovative, sustainable, and
climate-resilient strategies should be incorporated
and tree-canopy coverage should be increased.



Incorporate publicly accessible parks and open
space areas into redevelopment that connect to
nearby parks outside of the planning area.

Vision
With the Comprehensive Plan as guidance, this plan uses
the
following
vision
statement
for
developing
recommendations and future scenarios for this area:
The West End is a vibrant gateway into the City of Falls
Church. Gathering spaces and a mix of uses, including
the Falls Church City Public Schools’ campus, immerse
residents and visitors in a welcoming and inclusive
community. Continuing investment builds upon activity
already underway and supports the area’s economic
vitality, enhances safety and multimodal transportation
connections, and affirms the City’s commitment as an
urban sustainability and resilience leader.

Goals
To achieve that vision, this plan establishes the following
goals for investment in the area:
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Provide a guide for the coordinated redevelopment
of the City’s West End that establishes a
live/work/play/learn
community.
Promote
redevelopment that incorporates vibrant retail, Class
A office space, light industrial, and a diverse supply
of housing that supports a range of incomes.



Encourage quality urban design that creates an
attractive gateway into the City, supports efficient
land development, and builds upon a sense of place
through consistent streetscape and materials,
walkable neighborhoods, and community spaces.

The following subsections provide discussion of key
concepts that support the Plan’s vision and goals. Each
subsection corresponds to a subsequent chapter of the Plan
that provides additional details and guidance.

Key Concepts
The “West End”
Together the School-Related Parcels, the Gordon Triangle,
and the West End POAs create an exciting section of the
City, known as the “West End.” The construction of the new
George Mason High School, the West Falls Church
Economic Development Project (9.45 acre site) and nearby
Founders Row development are spurring revitalization in
surrounding areas. Planned redevelopment of Virginia
Tech’s campus and the West Falls Church Metro highlight
the economic potential of this area and create the
opportunity for a larger mixed-use development.
As investment in the POAs continues, it is important to
consider how the West End can become a new destination
that not only draws in regional interest but becomes a place
that people want to repeatedly visit.
Creating a Vibrant Destination
A vibrant destination should offer diverse amenities to build
experiential depth, intriguing visitors to return and explore.
Modern activity centers are expected to include a number of
services and amenities such as restaurants, bars,
breweries, retail, public spaces, and programmed
community events. Pairing the West Falls Church Metro with
vibrant retail, housing, and office space can support a
live/work/play/learn environment.

Connectivity Concept Map

Creating an Inclusive Community
Creating a successful live/work/play/learn environment
requires a variety of housing types and price points to draw
people to the area and support an inclusive community.
Redevelopment of the City’s West End presents a unique
opportunity to provide a range of affordable housing options
Co-location of Affordable Housing located above a fire station in
Alexandria, VA
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in a well-connected, transit-oriented community. As the area
redevelops, opportunities to co-locate affordable units with
future community facilities and partner with other entities to
incorporate affordable housing into projects should be
explored.
Celebrate the Old, Imagine the New
Building upon the City’s heritage and considering local and
regional needs can help to create a successful destination.
The W&OD trail, used by walkers, joggers, cyclists, and
commuters, was once a historic railway and is a great
example of an existing feature that could be celebrated. The
City’s history could be integrated into a modern design
which builds upon the existing trail. One possibility is to
create a park parallel to the trail which tells the history of the
railway while offering inviting restaurants and amenities for
those entering or exiting the trail.

The Indianapolis Cultural Trail: how bike trails and cities can positively interact

The West End is already home to the City’s only middle
school and high school. This area provides a unique
opportunity to build upon the connection to the City’s
Schools. In addition to strengthening the area as an
academic center, there are also opportunities to celebrate
the Schools’ sports programs, creating a stage for the
community to come together and host visitors.
Future redevelopment provides numerous opportunities to
incorporate a mixture of new uses. For example, a food hall
could be a major draw providing a variety of food, drinks,
and opportunities for community interaction. Something
similar to the successful Eastern or Union Markets in DC
and tailored to the City’s scale and aesthetics could be
viable. This may also provide an opportunity to showcase
some of the City’s famous Vietnamese cuisine from the
Eden Center.
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Union Market – Washington D.C.

Quality Urban Design that Builds Upon a
Sense of Place
The City of Falls Church is a unique place in the heart of
Northern Virginia. The City has always prided itself on urban
design – both in the design of its streets, such as tree-lined
Broad Street, and the cohesive design of its accenting
features such as its red brick sidewalks, peaked roofed bus
stops, green bicycle racks, and colonial lampposts.
Walkable Neighborhood
A pedestrian scaled urban framework is an important first
step to enhancing urban design. Street grid connectivity and
accessibility between the three POA parcels is currently a
challenge with Route 7 and Haycock functioning more as an
obstacle than a link. Block lengths range from 600 feet to
over 1,000 feet (by comparison Downtown Falls Church is
300-400 feet). Large seas of parking lots separate buildings
from the sidewalk network further creating an obstacle for
pedestrians.
The area would benefit from a new street grid which focuses
on smaller, walkable blocks. This could be created through
additional interior streets, enhanced connectivity across
major roads to adjacent sites, and locating buildings closer
to the sidewalk. Prioritization of paths leading to regional
transit connections such as the W&OD Trail, West Falls
Church Metro, and Metrobus stops is also critical to creating
a multi-modal community.
A pedestrian-oriented urban framework is not a guarantee
to a successful space, but it can help a place to flourish
through the creation of smaller, interconnected experiences.

Comparison of block size and breakup between Phoenix, AZ (top)
and Savannah, GA (bottom).
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Wide, tree-lined sidewalks; pedestrian-scaled lighting;
shaded places for stopping and sitting; public art;
landscaping; and opportunities for sidewalk dining are all
simple streetscape features which help to elevate a place in
the minds of local residents and visitors. Placement of
flexible spaces for gathering, such as plazas and urban
parks, should be considered early on in the redevelopment
process.
Consistent Materials and Streetscape
In 2017, the City adopted updated streetscape standards for
commercial streets. The standards include details for street
furniture, cross sections, crosswalk materials, and
frequency of crosswalks. As a whole, the standards call for
wide, tree-lined sidewalks with opportunities for sidewalk
dining mixed with pedestrian amenities.
All of the features and characteristics listed above
accumulate to establish a theme and familiar pattern adding
to a community’s identity and sense of place. Serving as the
western gateway into the City, these three POAs have the
opportunity to convey a unified welcoming message and
sense of arrival into Falls Church.

Example of experiential design features
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Multimodal Connectivity and Accessibility
The West End has the opportunity to serve as an important
transportation hub where many transportation modes come
together, including rail, bus, auto, bike, and pedestrian.
Transportation investments should strengthen regional
transportation links and increase safety and accessibility for
all travelers.
Safe Connections and Amenities
The City’s West End should build upon existing connections
to Washington, D.C., and the Northern Virginia region and
strive to be an adaptable, welcoming transportation hub for
those who live in or visit Falls Church. The ease at which
people are able to safely circulate throughout the area and
transfer from one mode of travel to another is essential to
encouraging longer visits and returns. Frequent pedestrian
crossings are needed to make the area more pedestrianfriendly.

Cady’s Alley in Georgetown, Washington D.C.

Other amenities can also help to enhance circulation and
accessibility throughout the area. Quality streetscape
including tree-lined sidewalks and shaded benches
enhance the pedestrian experience and encourage people
to walk. Shared parking garages promote the opportunity for
visitors to park once and visit multiple destinations or spend
a few hours exploring the area.
Bikeshare
The City’s 2019 launch of the regional Capital Bikeshare
system has enhanced connections with adjoining
jurisdictions and strengthened the utility of the W&OD Trail.
There is currently one bikeshare location in the study area
located near the intersection of Haycock Road & Leesburg
Pike. Another bikeshare station is located just outside the

Rendered Vision for Bus Rapid Transit Lanes in Detroit, MI
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City at the West Falls Church metro station. Additional
bikeshare stations throughout the West End would make it
more convenient to use.
Bus Rapid Transit
The positioning of the study area along Route 7 makes it a
good candidate for a Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) system. A
BRT would provide more efficient circulation throughout the
West End and the City as a whole. Through the Northern
Virginia Transportation Commission (NVTC) Technical
Advisory Committee (TAC), the City along with Fairfax
County, Arlington County, and the City of Alexandria has
participated in the Phase I, Phase II, and Phase III studies
for a Route 7 BRT. A future Phase IV study will provide
additional engineering details and guidance for
construction.
Greenways & Landscaped Streets
Greenways are vegetated linear corridors that enhance
connectivity and provide pathways for walking and bicycling.
Redevelopment within the Gordon Road Triangle could
enhance connections to the W&OD Trail and other nearby
parks, creating a more permeable edge that invites people
into the site.

Potential Concept to Connect Development with W&OD Trail

Landscaped streets help to enhance the pedestrian
experience through street trees that provide shade and
plantings that provide visual interest. Redevelopment
should incorporate green landscaping into street design to
create more enjoyable surroundings for walking.

Example of landscaped street, Savannah GA
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Community Building Blocks
Utilities and the natural environmental are building blocks of
any community. Having the right infrastructure to build upon
is critical to achieving the vision and goals of this plan.
Stormwater
The City’s West End is largely covered by impervious
surfaces, such as surface parking lots, building rooftops,
roadways, and sidewalks. Redevelopment of this area
provides the opportunity to improve stormwater
management. For example, expanding tree canopy and
incorporating parks and open space areas will help to
absorb stormwater runoff. Where possible, redevelopment
should emphasize green infrastructure (rain gardens, green
roofs, permeable pavement, etc.) over grey infrastructure
(underground vaults, curbs, gutters, pipes, etc.).

Use of green infrastructure to manage stormwater

Sanitary Sewer
Improvements to the City’s sanitary sewer will need to be
made in order to accommodate future development in the
City’s West End. The City should continue to evaluate
needed improvements to the sewer system and work with
developers to ensure adequate sanitary sewer capacity is
available.
Utility Undergrounding
Overhead utility lines should be undergrounded where
possible. Some of the existing power, telephone, and cable
lines within the study area are located on wooden utility
poles which are not aesthetically pleasing, block visibility,
impede pedestrian movement, and create conflicts with
street tree growth.
City Property Yard
The City Property Yard provides the storage and
workspaces needed to support many City services. The
Property Yard covers approximately 5.5 acres and is in need
of redevelopment. A public-private partnership could
support the needed investment and make better use of the
land area. Redesign of the property yard could include
ground-level space to support City operations with upper
floors available for office or community uses.
Climate Resilience and Sustainability
New buildings should be “Net-Zero Energy Ready” to
ensure new development is resilient to the effects of climate
change and to meet the City’s greenhouse gas emissions
reduction goals. Buildings meeting these standards are
designed to maximize energy efficiency so that the
introduction of a renewable energy system can offset all or
most annual energy consumption. Encouraging this building
practice would allow future West End redevelopment to
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quickly adapt to new renewable inputs, helping to push
buildings to 100% net zero energy consumption.
Innovative architectural and design solutions that reduce the
use of fossil fuels should be incorporated in development.
These include window shading, and high efficiency lighting,
heating, and cooling systems. Local generation, storage,
and use of renewable energy should also be incorporated.
Solar and geothermal energy generation are both viable and
practical options in the Washington D.C. region.

agriculture can take a variety of forms including rooftop
gardens, vertical gardens, and community gardens.
Redevelopment should consider innovative strategies to
incorporate community gardens and urban farms.

Vehicle-to-grid technology such as that currently being
tested by Dominion Energy Virginia, and other energy
storage should also be addressed, to maximize resilience
and allow optimal electric grid utilization.
Dominion Smart Cities
Dominion Energy Virginia is investing in smart meter
technology in the Commonwealth. Deployment of smart
meters will help Dominion to provide better service through
power outage detection and remote meter readings. The
smart meters would also have other monitoring capabilities
including flood detection, air quality, smart parking, and
traffic counts. The City should continue to work with
Dominion Energy Virginia as this initiative is rolled out.

Rooftop urban farm

Urban forest
Trees are a defining feature of the City; however, the City’s
West End has sparse tree canopy coverage. In addition to
distinguishing the City from surrounding areas, trees also
provide a host of benefits including shade, comfort, and
enhanced air and water quality. Redevelopment should
expand existing tree canopy coverage.
Urban farms
Urban farming is an important source of local food
production that helps to build a healthy community. Urban
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Tree-lined West Broad Street

Public Gathering Spaces That Create
Opportunities for Community Activities
The City’s West End is almost completely covered with
impervious surfaces and lacks gathering spaces. Public
gathering spaces provide places to meet, celebrate, and
enjoy the outdoors. In urban environments, these places
often take the form of plazas, parks, promenades, and
pedestrian-oriented streets.
Redevelopment of this area provides the opportunity to
incorporate spaces for recreation and relaxation. To be
successful, adequate land needs to be set aside early on
in the redevelopment process. Lot consolidation and
coordinated redevelopment can provide the needed space
to create gathering areas with room for amenities.

Pentagon Row – Arlington, VA

City parks and gathering spaces need to include several
key components, including: a mix of sun, shade, and
shelter, places to sit, and flexible space for programmed
events and uses throughout the year. Most importantly,
they need to be convenient for people to access and
should be located in proximity to restaurants and food
service.
Plazas
Plazas are gathering spaces which typically are furnished
with benches, tables, and landscaping. Plazas typically
incorporate public art, fountains, or other unique features
that instill a sense of place and attract visitors. Such
places create opportunities for socializing and relaxation.
Flexible amenities such as moveable chairs and tables
can provide people with the ability to adapt the space to
their needs.

Pentagon Row (winter use) - Arlington, VA
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Central Green Spaces & Promenades
Redevelopment should incorporate central linear green
spaces to host large events and create opportunities for
active recreational activities. Linear pathways or
promenades should also be incorporated to accommodate
pedestrian through-traffic. Design of these spaces should
be flexible, support a variety of activities, and link to nearby
parks.
Pocket Parks
Redevelopment in the City’s West End presents the
opportunity to incorporate pocket parks which are small
open spaces located between buildings or along streets.
Such areas create spaces to rest, provide meeting places,
and integrate green spaces into the urban landscape.
Streets as Public Spaces
Streets can serve as destinations in themselves rather than
simply a means to get from one point to another. To be a
successful public space, streets should have lower speed
limits and wide sidewalks which make pedestrians feel safe
and create an inviting place to visit, relax, and socialize.

Rendering of the Commons (West Falls Church Economic Development Project)

Rooftop Terraces
The City’s West End also provides the opportunity to rethink
how to maximize usable land area. Creating usable rooftop
terraces is one way to overcome a site’s spatial constraints.
Rooftop terraces provide an excellent way to create
gathering spaces and bring life outside. Rooftop terraces
can supplement other types of gathering spaces, and
design preference should be given to spaces that are
publicly accessible.

King Street in Old Town, Alexandria: Example of a street serving as a
successful public space.
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3. Land Use and Zoning

3

Existing Land Use
The three POAs west of the W&OD trail include institutional,
commercial, and light-industrial uses.

POA 4 – Gordon Road Triangle
The Gordon Road Triangle currently contains a mix of
industrial and commercial uses, including automobile sales
and service, retail sales, light industrial services, office,
vehicle storage uses, and the City’s property yard. With the
exception of the land acquired through the Boundary Line
Adjustment, the current zoning in this area is M-1 (Light
Industrial). At an FAR of 0.29, these properties are
underdeveloped.
The 20-acre area is owned by multiple property owners. The
Beyer family and the City of Falls Church are the two largest
land owners, owning more than half of the Triangle area.
The Beyer properties are well located with frontage along
West Broad Street and Shreve Road.

POA 7 – West End
The West End of Broad Street currently includes the Falls
Plaza Shopping Center which contains strip retail shopping
facilities such as a supermarket and drugstore. This POA
also include a few pad sites used for banks and gas stations.

POA 8 – Schools-Related Parcels
The Schools-Related Parcels POA is currently used for
George Mason High School and Mary Ellen Henderson
Middle School. The area includes the school buildings as
well as recreation fields including: tennis courts, basketball
courts, baseball fields, and a football field.

George Mason High School Redevelopment
A site plan for the construction of a new George Mason High
School was approved by the Planning Commission in
August 5, 2019. The new high school will be part of a 24acre campus site including new multi-purpose sports fields
and the existing Mary Ellen Henderson Middle School.
Construction of the George Mason High School is
anticipated to be completed by fall 2021.

EXISTING LAND USE
Land Use Category
Residential
Multi-family Residence
Commercial
Shopping Center
Individual Retail and
Service
Office
Industrial
Light Industry/Auto
Institutional
Public Facilities &
Institutions
Parks and Open Space
Parks/Open Space
Right of Way
Right of Way
Total

Approx.
Total
Acres

% of Total
Land
Area

0.03

<1%

10.53

16%

4.68

7%

0.21

<1%

9.02

14%

37.97

58%

0.59

<1%

2.37
65.40

4%
100%

Note: All numbers are estimates based on available GIS and Assessment Data
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development at this site. As part of that action, the SchoolsRelated Parcels POA was designated on the Future Land
Use Map as “Parks & Open Space” with two school symbols
and “Mixed Use.” The Future Land Use Map was also
amended to designate the other two areas that were added
to the City as part of the boundary adjustment (City Property
Yard and part of Falls Plaza shopping center) as “Business.”

Special Revitalization District

Rendering of West Falls Church Economic Development Project

Future Land Use
The Future Land Use Map is an official policy document and
an element of the City’s Comprehensive Plan. The Future
Land Use Map shows the preferred uses of different areas
in the City. Future land use maps are intended to be more
general than a zoning ordinance. A zoning ordinance
includes legal definitions and requirements while a land use
map depicts concepts. The City’s Future Land Use Map was
last
reviewed
comprehensively
with
the
2005
Comprehensive Plan. Since then, the Map has been
amended from time to time as part of the redevelopment
process.

Recent Land Use Changes
By default, as part of the 2013 Boundary Adjustment, the
School-Related Parcels POA did not initially have a land use
designation. The City’s Comprehensive Plan and Future
Land Use Map were amended in January 2018 to better
align with the City’s vision for the type and scale of

The City’s Comprehensive Plan was revised in January
2018 to designate the Schools-Related Parcels POA as a
“Special Revitalization District for Education and Economic
Development.” This Special Revitalization District is
proposed to be developed with educational uses and a mix
of commercial and residential uses. The goals of this new
district include:
1. Recognize the requirements set forth in the
Voluntary Boundary
Adjustment
Agreement
between the City of Falls Church and Fairfax County
requiring that 70% of the area is used for school
purposes and 30% for economic development
purposes, while encouraging revitalization and
further development.
2. Provide a gateway to the City which instills a sense
of place through the use of high quality urban design,
a flexible and connected street grid, multi-modal
access within and to adjacent sites, appropriate
buffering between educational and economic
development uses, and green space and plazas to
serve both the educational and economic
development uses.
3. Encourage creative proposals and successful
economic development to offset school construction
debt service and to provide other community
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benefits by developing planning and zoning
guidelines and standards, such as an appropriate
mix of uses, a range of densities and heights within
suitable locations, and explore options for a special
tax district.
4. Promote environmentally-responsible development
that is supported by sustainable systems of green
infrastructure and utilities and that integrates
educational and environmental stewardship
opportunities for the students of George Mason High
School and Mary Ellen Henderson Middle School.
5. Encourage collaboration between economic
development uses and the educational programs
anchored by the Virginia Tech and University of
Virginia Northern Virginia Center and Falls Church
City Public Schools.
6. Provide an inclusive process in the
development and implementation for the site.
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plan
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Planning Concept
The vision and goals of this Plan (see Chapter 2), call for
developing a vibrant live/work/play/learn community. At the
district level, this area is envisioned as Mixed-use. This Plan
is not meant to be used as a tool to force redevelopment of
any property within the boundaries of the POAs or
elsewhere in the City.
Step-down Zones
Transitions between redevelopment along the West End
and the surrounding residential neighborhoods are
important to minimize the impact of higher density
development. A softer residential edge can serve as an
effective transition moving towards existing neighborhoods
(general area shown as yellow on the Concept map).
Active Retail
Greater concentrations of commercial activity are
suggested in the Active Retail area. Generalized boundaries
are shown in red on the concept map. In this area, taller
buildings that taper towards residential areas are
appropriate. Active retail would be an encouraged ground
floor use with residential uses located in upper floors.
Office/Commercial
Additional retail and office uses are recommended
throughout the study area which can serve as destinations
and connections to the active retail areas. This generalized
area is colored blue on the Concept Map.
Light Industrial/Office
Light industrial uses (breweries, data centers, City Property
Yard) and office space may be appropriate within the
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Gordon Road Triangle. This generalized area is shown in
orange on the Concept map.

Amendments to the Future Land Use Map
Achieving these land use goals may require updates to the
City’s Future Land Use Map. For example, this Plan
recommends mixed-use development for the West End
POA however the Future Land Use Map indicates that area
is planned for “Business” use. Additionally, expanding the
boundary of the Special Revitalization District for Education
and Economic Development to include the West End and
Gordon Road Triangle POAs would support the coordinated
redevelopment of these areas.
Strategy: Work with Fairfax County on the joint land use
planning of the corner of the Gordon Road Triangle that is
outside of the City. Evaluate a boundary adjustment for that
area.
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Density
Existing Density
Floor Area Ratio (FAR) relates the square footage of a
building to the square footage of the land that it sits on.
Density within the Gordon Road Triangle and West End is
relatively consistent. The aggregate FAR for both areas is
0.30.
The Urban Land Institute (ULI) is an industry group of real
estate and land use experts. ULI provides resources and
research to help plan for development that is appropriately
scaled to the desires and needs of a community. ULI’s “Ten
Principles for Reinventing America’s Suburban Business
Districts” describes the key attributes of existing business
district types. Within the categories described, the City’s
West End most closely resembles a “Dispersed Suburban
Business District.” Key characteristics of this development
district type include FAR below 0.5, very high spatial
separations between buildings, buildings set back from the
road, and very high dependence on cars for access. Such
characteristics are consistent with the existing conditions in
the West End.

Proposed Density
Redevelopment should occur at a higher density level than
existing conditions. Higher density redevelopment is
necessary to make ground-floor retail in mixed-use
buildings viable. It also increases the area’s tax base and
provides vibrant communities for visitors and residents.
It is important to note that while there is a correlation
between height and density, more density does not always
translate into taller buildings. The City should assess
structural massing in new developments to ensure

compatibility with surrounding neighborhoods. Adequate
buffering and transition areas between new development
and adjacent residential properties are also critical. Denser
redevelopment should be focused in areas that have the
least impact on nearby residential properties and taper
towards lower density neighborhoods.
In 2016, the General Assembly approved amendments to
the Code of Virginia regarding provisions applicable to
conditional
rezoning
proffer
regulations.
These
amendments placed new regulations on the ability of
jurisdictions to accept or amend proffers for residential
development or residential uses however, certain areas
were exempted from the new statute. Exemptions include
areas that have an approved small area comprehensive
plan in which the area is designated as a revitalization area,
encompasses mass transit as defined in §33.2-100,
includes mixed use development, and allows a density of at
least 3.0 FAR in a portion thereof. In August 2016, City
Council adopted revitalization districts throughout the City
which were areas deemed feasible for projects with a FAR
of 3.0 or higher.
The City should aim to create a minimum FAR of 3.0 for the
West End to support the scale of development necessary to
sustain mixed-use buildings and Class A office space.
Within the categories described in ULI’s “Ten Principles for
Reinventing America’s Suburban Business Districts,” a FAR
over 3.0 would correspond to a “Compact Business
Suburban District.” Key characteristics of this development
district type include a grid street layout, low spatial
separation between buildings, strong pedestrian orientation,
moderate dependence on cars, and good choice in transit
modes.
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Zoning
Zoning is a tool for regulating land use. The City’s Zoning
Ordinance limits the kind of uses that can exist on a
particular property, such as residential, retail, office, or
industrial. The Zoning Ordinance also includes other
development standards including maximum building
heights, lot coverage, and building setbacks from property
lines.
Although closely related, zoning and land use planning are
separate activities. Land use planning speaks to future
development and what could happen while zoning speaks
to what can happen and what is currently allowed. For this
reason, the zoning map is often more restrictive than the
future land use map.

Zoning Districts
To regulate land use, the Zoning Ordinance divides the land
within the City into various zoning districts or areas. Within
each of the zoning districts, a different mix of land uses and
sizes can be built. The districts present in the West End of
the City are described below.
B-1, Limited Business
The B-1, Limited Business zoning district allows most
commercial uses by-right and mixed-use redevelopment
with a special exception. Buildings in this district can reach
a height of 55 feet by-right and up to 85 feet with special
exception.
The Falls Plaza shopping center is zoned B-1.
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Falls Plaza Shopping Center

B-2, Central Business District
In August 2018, the B-2 zoning district was amended to
provide additional flexibility in height and density that is
needed to achieve a significant economic development
project. Specifically, the zoning text amendment to the B-2
zoning district allows for additional height for by-right
elementary and secondary schools and creates a special
exception for a mix of uses, including residential and
additional density for areas located within a Special
Revitalization District for Education and Economic
Development.
The zoning text amendment established a two-step special
exception and site plan approval process for sites within a
“Special Revitalization District for Education and Economic
Development:”



Step 1, Special Exception Entitlement (SEE) –
establishes entitlements for building heights and
uses and the general layout of the site



Step 2, Special Exception Site Plan (SESP) –
equivalent in level of detail to a site plan as called
for in 48-1134 and includes architectural design and
level of detail typical for special exception and site
plan approvals under B-2 zoning.

R-1A, Low Density Residential
The R-1A, Low Density Residential zoning district is
intended to be comprised generally of low-density
residential uses.
The City’s Property Yard and a small section of the Falls
Plaza shopping center are zoned R-1A by default as a result
of the 2013 boundary adjustment.

The Schools-Related Parcels POA was rezoned from R-1A,
Low Density Residential to B-2 in December 2018.
B-3, General Business
The B-3, General Business zoning district allows most
commercial uses by-right and mixed-use redevelopment
with a special exception. Buildings in this zoning district
reach a height of 55 feet by-right and 85 feet with a special
exception.
Within this area only two small parcels at the front of the
Falls Plaza shopping center are zoned B-3.
M-1, Light Industry
The M-1, Light Industry zoning district allow most B-3 uses,
some light industrial uses, and mixed-use redevelopment in
accordance with the Mixed-Use Redevelopment (MUR)
regulations.
Parcels within the Gordon Road Triangle with the exception
of a portion of the City’s property yard are zoned M-1.
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Zoning Amendments
Zoning Map
The Zoning Map is part of the City Zoning code and, in
combination with the descriptions of the zoning districts
limits the permitted land uses and building sizes.
Amendments to the City’s Zoning Map may be necessary to
achieve the land use goals of this Plan. For example, this
plan calls for active retail frontage along West Broad Street
and Haycock Road which may require rezoning the area
from B-1, Limited Business to B-2, Central Business.
Strategy: Amend the adopted Zoning Map on a case-bycase basis as part of the redevelopment and approval
process. Amendments should be made for redevelopment
proposals that are consistent with the goals of this Plan.
Increased Flexibility in the Gordon Road
Triangle
Most of the Gordon Road Triangle is zoned M-1, Light
Industry. A land use strategy incorporating flexibility that can
accommodate industry and retail market changes is
recommended for this area. For example, data center
technology improvements have resulted in recent
transformations in data center construction. Small,
distributed data centers, referred to as edge data centers,
are beginning to be deployed to provide localized storage
and processing capacity closer to where the data originates.
The City should ensure the Gordon Road Triangle area
remains flexible to support data centers as technology
improvements and market demands continue to evolve.
The Gordon Road Triangle currently has a Mixed-Use
Redevelopment (MUR) overlay which is intended to

promote parcel consolidation and coordinated mixed-use
redevelopment. While the intent of these regulations aligns
with the goals of this Plan, the regulations are too
prescriptive and a development has never been built using
the MUR overlay option. The 2010 Zoning Ordinance
Advisory Committee (ZOAC) report recommended
eliminating the MUR overlay Citywide due to deficiencies
with the regulations. The MUR overlay should be removed
from the Gordon Road Triangle and replaced with a more
flexible mixed-use development option such as the Special
Exception process.
Strategy: Amend the Zoning Map to replace the MUR
overlay with a more flexible mixed-use redevelopment
option.
Strategy: Amend the zoning ordinance to allow M-1, Light
Industry district access to B-2, Central Business uses for
sites of at least 2 acres.
Strategy: Update industrial district regulations or develop a
new industrial district that supports data centers, breweries,
distilleries, arts and craft markets, maker spaces and food
production.
Strategy: Continue to monitor industry and retail changes
and amend the Zoning Map as appropriate to remain flexible
to an evolving market.

Opportunities for Phased Development
A 2018 zoning text amendment established a two-step
special exception and site plan approval process for sites
within a “Special Revitalization District for Education and
Economic Development. The City should evaluate whether
it would be appropriate to create a similar process for sites
within POA 4 and 7 to allow for phased development.
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Strategy: Evaluate revisions to the zoning ordinance that
would support coordinated, phased development.
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4. The West
Development

End

–

Economic
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Overview
Activity underway at the 9.45-acre West Falls Church
Economic Development Project site is spurring revitalization
in the surrounding area. This area has the potential to serve
as a distinct, welcoming entry point into the City of Falls
Church. While the West End benefits from its location along
Route 7, a major regional roadway, it also has the potential
to further build upon the W&OD Trail as an asset to the area.
The West End already has several large tracts of land under
single-ownership, an essential key to the coordinated
redevelopment. In the Schools-Related Parcels POA (POA
8) the City and the Falls Church School Board are the sole
property owners. Of the approximately 14.6 acres that make
up the West End POA (POA 7), approximately 10.7 acres
are owned by Federal Realty Investment Trust. In the
Gordon Road Triangle (POA 4), there are two large land
owners (one of which being the City) and the remaining land
area is in mixed ownership.

Rendering of Founders Row

For more than a decade, there has been continued mixeduse development interest throughout Falls Church. Located
several blocks from the new Founders Row mixed-use
development, the West Falls Church Economic
Development project will be the first iteration of Mixed-Use
development within the City’s West End. The close proximity
of the Gordon Road Triangle and the Falls Plaza Shopping
Center to the West Falls Church Economic Development
project give them an excellent opportunity to be considered
for future investment that can directly connect to and create
a larger, coordinated development within the City’s West
End.

The Wharf, Washington D.C.
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within the West End are worth less than the land they sit on,
existing land owners in the area may benefit from
considering redevelopment of their properties. Continued
investment within the West End will help strengthen the
City’s tax base and the vision and goals of this Plan.

Aerial view of the proposed West Falls Church Economic Development
Project, Special Exception Site Plan Preview, December 2019

Land Values & Tax Base
Over half of the West Falls Church POA is currently nontaxable land. The new high school, once completed, will
occupy about25 acres, or about 39% of the POA’s total
acreage. However, the City will add about 9 acres of taxable
real estate after the renovations are finished. The remaining
65.4 acres are also currently zoned for commercial or light
industrial uses.
According the 2019 assessment data, the total valuation of
the West End study area is approximately $98,832,899. The
aggregate building value is more than half the land value
within the study area – the buildings being worth
approximately $31,434,000 and the land valued at a total of
approximately $67,391,600. A valuation skewed in favor of
land can be a sign of properties that are underutilized in
regard to economic potential. As redevelopment continues,
the West End’s significance as an economic and academic
gateway into the City will grow. As many of the buildings

Potential Yields of Future Development
The City’s Economic Development Office conducted a
preliminary annual net fiscal impact projections for Phase 1
and Phase 2 of the West Falls Church Economic
Development proposal. The projected net annual fiscal
revenue is $5,101,955 for Phase 1 and $1,839,466 for
Phase 2, for a total of $6,941,421 for the entire
development. The estimated unit mix and square footages
used for this analysis are subject to change depending upon
the ultimate development plan that will be determined during
the Special Exception Site Plan phase.
The City’s Economic Development Office also performed
fiscal impact projections for the Founders Row, as approved
in August 2018, and Broad & Washington projects, as
approved in April 2018. Based upon the projections for
these two projects and the West Falls Church Economic
Development project highlighted above, the average annual
net revenue per acre is between $472,676 and $536,253
Assuming redevelopment of the Gordon Road Triangle and
West End POAs resulted in similar yields, net annual fiscal
revenue could be between $14,695,517 and $16,672,100.
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Live/Work/Play/Learn Community
Vibrant Destination
The West End serves as a critical gateway into the City. The
urban streetscape currently contributes to a sense of arrival
as one enters the City along West Broad Street. This feature
should be extended throughout the area with more street
trees and other features to strengthen the West End as a
vibrant gateway into the City. As will be discussed in the
Urban Design Chapter of this plan, the West End provides
critical first impressions to visitors as they enter the City. It
provides an opportunity to convey the City’s heritage and
values.

Concept, Pike and Rose, Bethesda, MD

Market Commons, Arlington, VA

Future investment in the Gordon Road Triangle and West
End POAs provides the opportunity to further enhance the
West End as a gateway into the City. Continuing to
emphasize a more vibrant and welcoming district that
embraces and strengthens its connections with surrounding
neighbors and the rest of the City should be a priority for the
West End.
Previous concept plans for the West End have aimed to
create a unique, welcoming agora which can build upon
academic, recreational, and commercial opportunities.
Development within the West End should encourage
interaction between the school system, the Falls Church
community, visitors, and the commercial areas. An
overarching objective for the West End moving forward
should be to provide a mix of unique and interesting retail
and commercial uses which regularly welcome residents
and repeat visitors to Falls Church. Publicly accessible
gathering spaces that can be used for programmed events
also help to identify the West End as a destination. This
helps to create an area with activity around the clock;
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providing commercial office space and amenities for
daytime workers, and dining, entertainment, and shopping
options for residents and visitors on nights and weekends.
Strategy: Encourage future development to include highquality urban design and placemaking that builds upon the
West End’s sense of place.
Strategy: Incorporate a variety of uses to create an 18-hour
community that also includes flexible spaces for
programmed events.
Strategy: Develop pedestrian-oriented wayfinding that
directs visitors towards commercial and recreational
spaces.
Strategy: Prioritize safe pedestrian spaces which provide
access to a wide variety of uses, encouraging multiple, long
visits.
Strategy: As part of larger redevelopment work with
developers to include unique, original attractions that will
draw people to the area.
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Housing Diversity & Affordability
The West End has the opportunity to be a versatile area of
the City supporting a variety of uses and needs. The
provision of diverse, affordable housing options is a top
priority for the City as population and employment
opportunities within the City and region expand. The 2019
MWCOG Report ‘The Future of Housing in Greater
Washington’ suggests that there should be a 320,000-unit
production target within the DC metro region before 2030 in
order to keep up with growth demands. The area needs
75,000 more units than what is currently planned for, and
the City can help provide space for more within the West
End. The City’s Comprehensive Plan also emphasizes the
need to ensure affordable housing is available for a range
of household incomes, sizes, and stages of formation.

multi-modal connections can help to alleviate this burden for
the City’s workforce.
Strategy: Incentivize the provision of more workforce,
moderate, and low-income housing.
Strategy: Encourage developers to incorporate a variety of
housing types and sizes.
Strategy: Encourage redevelopment to incorporate entrylevel homeownership opportunities.
Strategy: Explore co-locating affordable housing with other
uses as appropriate.

Nearly three-quarters of current households in the City of
Falls Church have incomes at or above the median for the
Washington DC region. By 2045, it is anticipated that 55
percent of future housing needs in the City will be for
households in this higher-income range and there will be
more housing demand from households in the lower income
brackets. To meet this demand, the City will need to
emphasize strategies that maintain and increase the
availability of housing affordable to a range of income levels.
The West End provides an excellent opportunity to
incorporate new housing that supports the City’s projected
future housing needs.
Future housing in the West End also has the advantage of
having access to multi-modal transportation options and
walkable retail, educational, and recreational uses.
According to the USDOT, City residents spend an average
of about $12,446 per year on transportation costs.
Affordable housing in a location close to the metro or other
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Office Space
Aside from the future West Falls Church Economic
Development project, the West End does not include any
commercial office space. While the City currently has office
space available that may be an appropriate size for smaller
companies and start-ups, there are fewer large spaces
(3,000-10,000 sq. ft.) available as companies grow and
need additional space. With the addition of new, Class A
office space, the West End can provide room for successful
businesses to expand and that are looking for spaces with
more amenities. New office space would also provide much
needed “daytime population” for City businesses with office
works dining and shopping during their lunch hours or after
work.
Due to the proximity to I-66 and the West Falls Church Metro
Station, offices within the West End would be the most
accessible and well connected offices in the City. Class A
office space located in close proximity to a metro station
would make Falls Church a more attractive location for
companies that prefer to locate near metro stations and
need office space.

1776 Wilson Blvd, Rosslyn, Arlington, VA

The West End also provides the opportunity to incorporate
coworking spaces. These flexible office spaces may be an
attractive alternative to a traditional office for small
businesses, independent contractors and telecommuters.
No new office space has been constructed in the City since
2009 when the 800 W. Broad Street project, anchored by
the U.S. Post Office, was completed. Market conditions
within the last decade have not been conducive to
stimulating more office buildings in the City, including
medical offices, as current regional supply of office space
far exceeds demand for office space. A primary challenge
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Rosslyn Overlook, Arlington, VA

in the office market are the construction costs, including the
cost to provide required parking, particularly if parking is
underground. Financing office space is also difficult due to
pre-leasing requirements. Typically, this requires spaces to
be 50% or more pre-leased which is challenging with an
existing regional oversupply of office space. The office
market also has demonstrated a strong preference for new
office space to be built near metro stations.
Creative City policies and initiatives could be considered to
try to overcome these challenges, especially for projects
located in close proximity to the West Falls Church metro
station. City incentives might be appropriate such as
additional project height allowances or use of the City’s
existing commercial real estate tax abatement program. The
City’s voluntary concession policies might also be adjusted
to encourage developers to include office use within their
projects.
Strategy: Encourage the development of Class A office
space to provide opportunities for higher wage jobs to locate
within the City.
Strategy: Continue to monitor and remain responsive to
office market trends. This could include revising the City’s
tax incentive programs.
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Connection to the W&OD Trail
The W&OD Trail is another important connection to the
area. Much like the gateway into the City via Broad Street,
the W&OD Trail which borders the Gordon Road Triangle
has potential to serve as another entry point into the City for
non-motorized traffic. Currently, the W&OD Trail is not
conveniently accessible from the uses within the Gordon
Road Triangle. Further embracing this trail frontage would
enable the West End to serve as a convenient, useful, and
unique stop along the trail. All present and future
commercial uses within the West End can benefit from
increased accessibility to pedestrians and bicycle riders
alike.
Many communities have been successful in providing an
abundance of bike and pedestrian friendly options for dining
and lodging close to the trail path entrance. Wayfinding
geared towards those who wish to access the trail, as well
as access businesses from the trail, has also led to direct
economic progress. Bike shops, running stores, sporting
goods stores can thrive if they have the proper connections
to their audience. The W&OD Trail can become even more
of an asset to the City if a more permeable edge that
connect to the Gordon Road Triangle is created.

Indianapolis Cultural Trail (Indianapolis, IN)

Strategy: Embrace the W&OD Trail along its frontage with
Gordon Road Triangle. Recognize the trail as an additional
point of entry to West End.
Strategy: Create an attractive, convenient, and unique
space that serves as an exciting landmark along the W&OD
Corridor for trail users.

Schuylkill River Trail (Philadelphia, PA)
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Connection to the Schools
While George Mason High School & Mary Ellen Henderson
Middle School have a wide footprint within the West End,
the district also benefits from its proximity to the Northern
Virginia Center (NVC), which houses a number of academic
programs for Virginia Tech. While just outside the City limits,
the NVC still provides Falls Church with a unique academic
connection. The City should strive to strengthen these
connections to educational opportunities through safety and
mobility enhancements.
The new George Mason High School campus will continue
to provide versatile recreational space for students to
access. The multi-use sports fields and indoor competition
gym on the campus will add even more utility to attract
people to the West End, giving it potential for hosting
sporting events including district, regional or state
tournaments. These events when supplemented by the
nearby dining and hotel spaces within walking distance,
would create a unique gathering spot for visitors and
residents alike.

Concept, GMHS High School, West Perspective

Strategy: Emphasize the importance of traffic calming and
safe multimodal connections between the schools, transit
centers, and commercial spaces.
Strategy: Celebrate the connections to the schools
throughout the West End.
Strategy: Work with Virginia Tech to provide additional
academic opportunities for students and residents.
Strategy: Encourage workforce connections for students
within the West End. For example, future makerspaces
could provide student job opportunities.
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Industrial Uses
Data Centers
Given the existing light industrial zoning within the Gordon
Road Triangle, the West End may already be in a prime
position to help provide data services and infrastructure to
the community and the region. Data Centers have the
capability to provide network and data storage infrastructure
for organizations both within and outside of the City. As the
Northern Virginia region develops further and advances its
smart city technologies, data centers are becoming a key
component for the success of businesses and communities
alike.
Many companies are using private cloud infrastructures to
manage their information, and benefit from close, regional
data centers that bring these services within reach. The
provision of safe, secure data storage facilities would allow
Falls Church to be marketable to large and small regional
enterprises who need the capacity. Data Centers and the
technology they use can become more flexible and
adaptable as time moves on. Traditional “Hyperscale” Data
Centers can provide a massive amount of local data storage
to companies who need it, but require a facility with a larger
physical footprint. The emergence of “edge” data centers
has proven in larger metro areas that there is a market for
less storage (smaller physical footprint), but faster data
transfer speeds.
Other Industrial Uses
In addition to the growing prominence and need for data
centers, other light-industrial uses such as small-scale
manufacturing opportunities can add a unique mix of
production businesses. Small-scale manufacturing uses
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Examples of how to incorporate art to create an engaging industrial area
(Asheville, NC)

such as breweries, distilleries, arts and craft markets
makerspaces, or food production would be desirable uses
within the Gordon Road Triangle. Such uses can benefit the
City through additional employment opportunities, and
production of local consumer goods. Each of these types
of businesses have the capability to add something unique
to Falls Church.
Incorporating public art, murals, paving designs, and street
lighting can help to enhance the aesthetics of the Gordon
Road Triangle, making it an inviting place to explore or stop
along the W&OD Trail.
Strategy: Ensure the City’s zoning regulations stay flexible
and responsive to market changes and technological
advancements. This could include revisiting use definitions
as well as building requirements and constraints.

Brewery in Asheville, North Carolina

Strategy: Consider opportunities to revitalize the Gordon
Road Triangle without eliminating industry.
Strategy: Encourage the use of murals and other art to
create an engaging industrial area that celebrates the City’s
heritage.
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Tools and Incentives to
Encourage Redevelopment
Tax Increment Financing
Tax Increment Financing enables the City to support
development of projects with great social benefit that may
not develop otherwise. This financing tool takes advantage
of the increment (increase) in tax revenue resulting from
redevelopment to pay off the debt on the project or
improvements in public infrastructure, utilities, etc. in the
project area. It assumes some financial risk so that the
project provides the greatest value to the community. The
City assumes financial risk under the assumption that the
investment will increase the overall value of the project or
project area.

Business Improvement Districts
The City can establish by ordinance a business
improvement district (BID) in a defined area within which
property owners pay an additional tax on real estate in order
to fund improvements or services within the district’s
boundaries. Taxes generated by BIDs can be used for
district maintenance, security, capital improvements,
marketing and promotion, facilities operation and staffing,
and more. The services provided by a BID would be
supplemental to those already provided by the City.

Industrial Revenue Bonds
The City’s Economic Development Authority, with City
Council approval, may issue tax-exempt or taxable
industrial revenue bonds (IRBs) on behalf of qualified
companies to finance the construction of buildings and
related infrastructure (including parking). Examples of
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qualifying projects are construction of corporate
headquarters and facilities for nonprofit corporations, such
as trade associations. The Tax Analysts Building was
financed by a $25 million IRB, while Easter Seals was
financed by about a $3 million IRB.

5. Character & Urban Design
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Importance of the Human Scale
Human scale design focuses on creating objects or
environments that are the size and shape comfortable for
people to use. In terms of City planning, human scale design
involves creating pedestrian centered developments that
include smaller walkable blocks, narrower streets, plenty of
walking room, flexible public spaces, engaging
streetscapes, and welcoming ground floor building facades.
This style of design is key to making cities walkable, vibrant
places. In contrast, automotive scale is characterized by
wide, fast-paced streets, intimidating crossings, long blocks,
blank walls, buildings set back far from the sidewalk
network, and expansive parking lots.
The proximity to a middle and high school, a regional bicycle
route, and a metro station, the City’s West End is wellpositioned to move away from the existing automotivescaled environment while enhancing the area’s multimodal
infrastructure and responding to user needs. The following
sections outline recommendations to transform the West
End into a healthy and safe pedestrian-friendly
environment. Façades

Pitt Street Mall, Sydney Australia
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Urban Foundation

1-Square Mile Comparison of City Blocks

Block Design
Generally, small to moderate block sizes of 300-500’ are
conducive to healthy walking environments. Larger blocks
can be sustained and enjoyable to walk when they include
an interior hierarchy of smaller pedestrian-scaled streets,
active alleyways, and public spaces.
A portion of the Gordon Triangle extends 1,700 feet before
a break created by Gordon Road. The Federal Reality
property is divided by Birch Street into two blocks roughly
600 and 800 feet in length along West Broad Street. In
comparison, downtown Falls Church’s best example of a
walkable block between Little Falls St and N Maple Ave
along W. Broad Street is 370 feet long.
Oversized blocks need to be broken up through the creation
of new streets, commercial alleyways, parks and plazas,
and quality pedestrian facilities. In addition, better
connectivity is needed between these three POAs as well
as the rest of the City.
One option is to extend Birch Street across West Broad
Street through the Gordon Road Triangle to Shreve Road.
The West End POA would also benefit from a revised street
grid which breaks up the large blocks creates interior
pedestrian paths. Pedestrian and bike connections from the
W&OD Trail and West End Park to Haycock Road and the
school’s campus are desirable and would help to activate
this area. Although the current site is not pedestrianoriented, the Falls Plaza shopping center receives an
unusually large amount of foot traffic from September to
June when the school day ends. Redevelopment of the Falls

Phoenix, Arizona has a typical block size ranging from
750’ to 2,300’.

Savannah, Georgia has a typical block length of 550’
by 650’ broken up by secondary mid-block lanes and
green public squares.
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Plaza Shopping Center could complement and extend the
new redevelopment project on the adjacent 9.45-acre
property, providing gathering places for students on their
way home from school.
Strategy: Work with property owners during redevelopment
to align streets to create a new street grid with smaller
walkable blocks that enhance connectivity between the
POAs and the rest of the City.
Strategy: With the creation of a new street grid, require block
lengths to be no more than a maximum of 500 feet long.
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Urban Form (Streets & Buildings)
There are a number of design elements that impact how
pedestrians interact with a development including depth of
building setbacks, building height in relation to street width,
building façade lengths, and frequency of doors and
windows. POAs 4 & 7 currently consist of low density
automobile-focused development, offering little to enhance
the pedestrian environment along West Broad Street. This
section provides urban design recommendations to create
a framework for attractive and engaging pedestrian
experiences.
Setback
Having buildings front on the sidewalk network rather than
on a surface parking lot helps to create a more engaging
pedestrian experience. They can provide seating and
places to pause through intentionally placed ledges, steps,
recesses of the façade. Most importantly having storefronts
and outdoor dining that lining the sidewalks provides
exciting visual stimulus for pedestrians.
Relatively uniform setbacks should be encouraged along
the buildings’ ground-floor frontages to create a consistent
street wall that frames the pedestrian realm. However, this
should not preclude the incorporation of architectural details
that breakup facades and create a visually engaging
environment such as the development of building
colonnades, recessed entries, or modified building setbacks
at special corners.
Ground floor setbacks or recesses should not occupy more
than 25 percent of the street frontage. However, building
stepbacks are encouraged above a building’s third story to
reduce the building’s perceived massing.
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Existing conditions found in POA 7 can be enhanced
through infill development along West Broad Street. By
designing new buildings that meet the sidewalk an active
retail space is created along W. Broad Street. This will help
to break up the existing sea of surface parking which
currently is a barrier to visiting the Falls Plaza Shopping
Center in anything other than an automobile.
In the long-term, the goal is to shift parking from surface lots
located in front of buildings to the rear of buildings, on-street
parallel parking, or structured garages (preferably
underground). The existing surface can then be
redeveloped with additional development blocks, public
plazas, and green space.

3:2
Ratio

1:1
Ratio

2:1
Ratio

4:1
Ratio

Building / Street Ratio
The height of a street’s buildings in relation to the width of
the street provides an important first impression for an area.
There is no precise ratio and a ration should not preclude a
particular building height but there should be consideration
in how the ratio impacts the feel of an area. Wider roadways
typically lead to faster thoroughfares designed to funnel cars
from one point to another. On the other hand, narrower,
urban streets create more intimate and lively spaces which
can be shared by all modes of transportation. A more
balanced ratio helps to create a comfortable sense of
enclosure.

5

West Broad Street has two 11-foot travel lanes in each
direction and a center turn lane totaling 55 feet of roadway.
The shopping outlets in POA 7 are far removed from any
street activity with the exception of the gas station, credit
union, and funeral home. On the other side of West Broad
Street, the Gordon Triangle’s industrial uses have little to no
separation from the street but at only one story in height feel
dwarfed by the roadway.
The first step in creating a more pedestrian scaled
environment is to incorporate infill development in the
parking lots with storefronts oriented along West Broad
Street. Sidewalks along West Broad Street should also be
widened to include a shared use path to encouraging safe
cycling to the school sites and new development.
Transforming the center turn lane of West Broad Street into
a landscaped median and crossing island will enhance
pedestrian connectivity throughout the area. In the longer
term, surface parking can be consolidated in a garage
above or below ground ultimately being replaced by new
development blocks with a variety of amenities from urban
parks to food halls.

Example of improved streetscape through infill development (The
Sprawl Repair Manual, Galina Tachieva).

Example of an automotive centered place versus a more walkable place
(The Sprawl Repair Manual, Galina Tachieva).
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Existing Conditions of West Broad Street

Shared Path

Food Hall

The graphic above illustrates (1) the current urban pattern of West Broad Street. (2) Future infill development
could provide an initial transition into a more pedestrian friendly environment with development located closer
to the street. The center of the block would still be dedicated towards parking. (3) If consolidating parking in
garages or underground lots is economically feasible during later stages of development the central space
can be reclaimed as green plaza or communal gathering hub such as a food hall or beer garden.
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Typical Cross Section – Haycock Road
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Typical Cross Section – West Broad Street
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Form Guidelines
Scale & Rhythm
At the automotive scale (25+mph), fewer and bolder details
are needed to capture attention. Wide, repetitious horizontal
building masses become monotonous and off-putting to
pedestrians. Considering a pedestrian’s pace (approx. 3
mph), compact, narrow units housing a wide variation of
functions and services provide a more intriguing streetscape
encouraging patrons to explore. It is recommended this
design form be applied to larger commercial buildings and
anchor retails which can often dominate a block’s ground
floor.

Pedestrian
Scale

Automotive
Scale

Transparency
The walking experience is further enhanced through
transparent retail frontages that allow passersby a preview
inside buildings. This also gives patrons a front row seat to
street life. Buildings which turn their back on the street do
not encourage pedestrians to slow down, observe, and
explore.
Appeal to Many Senses
Well-designed buildings will provide interest while the best
buildings provide opportunities for interaction. Aside from
being visually engaging, buildings can invite pedestrians in
from the street. For example, the waft of aroma from
restaurants that open onto the street with outdoor dining
enliven the senses, building the anticipation of taste. The
sound of lively music, or simply an opportunity to take a
break on a comfortable seat out front provide further
opportunities for pedestrian interaction.

*Images from Jan Gehl’s Cities for People
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Ground Floor Texture and Details
The ground floor is a critical feature of the building because
it is the primary element pedestrians see and interact with.
Appealing ground floors offer texture, quality materials, and
visual details. The elements which create successful
commercial and retail areas are numerous and overlap with
streetscape:

Pedestrian
Scale

Automotive
Scale

Strategy: Provide opportunities to sit (architectural ledges,
steps, chairs, benches).
Strategy: Encourage restaurants to include outdoor dining
areas. If opportunities for phased development are
expanded to POA 4 and 7, provide flexibility that supports
outdoor dining.
Strategy: Provide decorative lighting on facades and break
up facades with pedestrian alleyways to make ground floor
blocks engaging.

*Images from Jan Gehl’s Cities for People
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Gateway
The new West Falls Church Economic Development Project
will become a new marker for those entering the City.
Additional improvements to the West End can further
enhance this sense of arrival. Gateways are first
impressions and uniquely connected to placemaking and
identity. It can become an opportunity to convey what the
city prioritizes and values.
Built elements along the West Broad frontage — including
buildings, landscaping, streetscape design, signage and
art—should establish a sense of arrival and provide a variety
of visual cues that express the special qualities of West Falls
Church and a notable transition from neighboring Fairfax
County. The following strategies should be incorporated to
create a vibrant western gateway into the City.
Strategy: Expand and enhance
streetscape along West Broad Street.

landscaping

Short North district arches – Columbus, OH

and

Strategy: Incorporate branding, public art, and unique
signage within the medians and architectural elements on
building facades, rooftops, and building frontages to
reinforce the gateway experience.

Example of urban branding through building façade – Helsinki, Finland
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Streetscape
The goal is to create an attractive and distinctive public
realm with streetscapes and public spaces that contribute to
the area’s sense of place while encouraging visitors and
residents to walk and bike, gather and linger.
Strategy: In accordance with the City’s adopted Streetscape
Design Standards for Commercial Streets, ensure
redevelopment along Broad Street includes a minimum 20foot setback for streetscape.

conveying places to pause, rest, and linger. These spaces
are equally important and often overlooked in the
streetscape design process. Currently within the West End,
there are no elements incorporated into the streetscape to
encourage people to stop and enjoy the space.
Strategy: Incorporate a variety of street furniture such as
regular benches along the sidewalk, moveable seating in
plazas and parks, planters, and public art.

Strategy: For streets where the City’s adopted Streetscape
Design Standards do not apply, encourage a minimum 20foot setback for streetscape.
Sidewalks
As the primarily space for pedestrian activities sidewalk
design is critical to creating a successful pedestrianoriented development.
Strategy: Ensure sidewalks are wide enough to facilitate
comfortable pedestrian movement and minimize curb cuts
which disrupt pedestrian paths.
Strategy: Work with developers to provide engaging
streetscape and where necessary acquire space through
dedications or easements for future streetscape
improvements.
Street Furniture
Experiences of a pedestrian can be defined as spaces that
move people towards destinations or places to stop and
linger. The majority of the urban landscape is dedicated to
moving people – along sidewalks, through plazas and
parks, and into and out of buildings to their next mode of
transportation. Street furniture provide design cues,
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Fisherman’s Warf Redesign – San Francisco

5

Environment and Landscape
Currently there are street tree plantings along West Broad
Street. More efficiently placing curb cuts along West Broad
Street would help to minimize disturbance to the streetscape
and enhance the pattern and density of these plantings.
Greenery and flowers throughout the West End could also
be expanded.

Strategy: Ensure gathering spaces are easily accessible
locations for community activities.

Strategy: Encourage the use of green infrastructure over
conventional grey infrastructure in the West End.
Strategy: Enhance existing tree canopy coverage and green
space throughout the West End.
Strategy: Encourage redevelopment to pursue certification
under LEED for Neighborhood Development (LEED ND).

Gathering Spaces, Squares, Plazas
Historically gathering spaces, squares, and plazas were the
center of communities. These public places serve as places
to congregate, celebrate, and recreate. The following
strategies should be incorporated to create gathering
spaces that create a unique sense of place:

San Jacinto Plaza in El Paso, Texas

Strategy: Encourage the inclusion of multiple attractions
(food and beverage vendors, café seating, fountains, music,
art, areas to play) and amenities (seating, lighting, shade) to
create vibrant destinations. Where appropriate spaces
should be flexible to accommodate a variety of uses and
events.
Strategy: Incorporate programming (ice skating, outdoor
cafes, concerts, markets, and pop-up spaces) to create
vibrant year round spaces that come alive each season.
Public-private partnerships can help support the operation
and maintenance of these spaces.

Gathering Space, Pike & Rose
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Lighting
Adequate lighting is needed at night to make a place feel
safe. Lamp posts should be placed within the sidewalk
furniture zone interspersed with street trees. Lighting should
be human-scaled, LED, and ideally Dark Sky compliant.
Strategy: Ensure adequate lighting is provided throughout
the West End.

Well-lit streets in Sommerville, MA

Example of colored lighting paired with public art to spark interest
down a pedestrian alley.
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Wayfinding
Wayfinding signage should be incorporated into new
development to further enhance placemaking. Creative and
unique wayfinding strategies are encouraged to establish a
distinctive identity and sense of place for West Falls Church.
Orientation can also be provided through unique and iconic
objects or buildings.
Strategy: Incorporate wayfinding throughout the West End.
Examples of areas where wayfinding should be placed
include destination attractions, intersections, and areas
where transportation modes shift to pedestrian (transit
stops, W&OD entrance and exits, etc.).

Directional signage and local maps create a simple yet powerful
synergy to provide orientation.
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Public Art
Public art contributes immensely to fostering a “sense of
place” within an urban environment. In order to adequately
embrace the diversity and complexity of the urban
environment while nurturing creativity, public art guidelines
should be flexible. At the same time, while art’s value to a
place is highly subjective, a general goal for public art is that
it embraces, complements, and responds to its immediate
surroundings. A variety of art media (i.e. sculptures, murals,
audio/light installations, etc.) provides further visual interest.
Public art should also be blended into the streetscape and
infrastructure projects as appropriate. Ideal locations for
public art include gateways, areas of transition or respite,
areas that terminate paths or vistas, and areas where
pedestrian interaction and lingering is encouraged.
Strategy: Incorporate a variety types of public art such as
murals, sculptures, temporary art installations, and mosaics.
Strategy: Explore partnerships with the George Mason High
School art students to include student art in the West End.

Public art comes in all shapes & sizes from creative use of facade
materials to interactive murals, colorful paneling, and sculptures.
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Art can be practical
Urban art can go beyond simply adding visual interest and
interactive elements, it can be creatively ingrained to
provide practical functions.
Strategy: Enhance everyday infrastructure (bicycle racks,
signage, seating, etc.) by designing these features to be
practical art pieces.

Practical public art is about finding opportunities to turn necessary urban objects and features into extraordinary ones.
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5

6. Multimodal Connectivity
& Accessibility

6

Overview
Transportation is a key component of everyday life. The
places it connects people to and how safe, predictable, and
reliable it is affects community quality of life. Transportation
costs are also the second largest household expense after
housing. It is for these reasons that sustainable, connected,
and integrated transportation is fundamental to sustained
success and livability of the city.

Transportation Impacts
Transportation not only impacts the way people move in a
city and access day-to-day needs but also has a significant
impact on the shape of communities. The transportation
network’s design directly effects how people use it. Streets
designed with the sole purpose of moving vehicles – with
wide travel lanes and no sidewalks – will only attract more
cars and the land uses that serve those needs. On the other
hand, transportation networks designed to serve people –
with bike facilities, wide sidewalks, and other pedestrian
accommodations – will attract more pedestrians and
bicyclists and support active, livable communities. The
transportation network should both inform and respond to
the surrounding context, and provide safe accommodations
for all users.
In order to achieve the vision and goals of this Plan, it is
important to focus on enhancing pedestrian, bicycle, and
transit access throughout the West End.

Example of a well-balanced multi-modal street.
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Mode Share
Travel in Falls Church already includes walking, bicycling,
and transit use, as well as driving. The current mode split
between different modes of travel, for commute trips
originating in the city differs fairly significantly from the mode
split for all daily trips – trips to work, the gym, the store, to
visit friends, etc. – demonstrated by data from the
Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments
(MWCOG). A 2014 MWCOG travel study noted that 86% of
all trips were made by car and Census data for 2015 shows
that 65% of commute trips are in a car. This data indicates
that a significant number of trips are taken by car.
Based upon population projections and forecasted travel
increases, MWCOG expects the demand for travel is
expected to increase by approximately 9 percent through
2030. To meet that demand, the City will need to increase
mode share of non-auto trips from 14 percent to at least 21
percent.
Investment in transportation should consider pedestrians
and cyclists foremost, followed by public transit, and
automobiles. This hierarchy also is cost effective allowing
the greatest value of improvements to be seen by those
which will have the largest impact.

Prioritizing pedestrians first creates safer, more enjoyable cities and is
more cost effective than maintaining large roadways.
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Making Connections
Direct pedestrian and bicycle, connections to the West Falls
Church Metro Station will be instrumental in creating a
Transit Oriented Development. Enhanced pedestrian and
bicycle connections between the POAs and nearby
properties in the City, including Founders Row and the
W&OD trail will help to connect this area to the rest of the
City and allow safe passage for students walking to and
from the high school and middle school.
In June 2018, the City received a $15.7 million grant from
the Northern Virginia Transportation Authority to improve
crossing from sites connecting to POA 8. The project details
installation and synchronization of four traffic signals and
crosswalks including a high-intensity activated crosswalk
(HAWK) pedestrian signal on Haycock Road; widening
existing sidewalks; relocating and undergrounding utilities;
and installing lighting and trees along Haycock Road and
Route 7.

Conceptual new street network which creates increases connectivity to
the W&OD Trail and West Falls Church Metro while also creating
stronger connections between the three sites.
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Transportation Modes

Safe Crossings and Connectivity

Pedestrian

Best practices in pedestrian planning call for safe crossings
every 300 to 400 feet. Currently, pedestrian crossings along
West Broad Street are separated by as much as 0.5 miles
(more than 6 times the recommended distance).

Sidewalks are generally present on both sides of the street
throughout the area, however sidewalk conditions and
walking experiences vary. Pedestrian accessibility in the
POA is limited by narrow existing sidewalks, sidewalk
obstructions, long block distances, and a lack of mid-block
crossings uniform streetscape. In addition, large seas of
parking lots generally separate retail locations from the
existing sidewalk network creating further difficulties for
pedestrian access.

Strategy: Provide additional pedestrian crossings so that
there are safe crossings every 300 to 400 feet. This could
include crossings at intersection and midblock crossings.
Strategy: Construct of landscaped medians to bridge the
gap and provide safer, less intimidating crossings.

Sidewalk Widths

Strategy: Reduce lane widths on West Broad to 11 feet.

The City’s Streetscape Design Standards call for sidewalks
with 10 feet clear pedestrian zones in commercial areas.
Additional sidewalk space should be allocated for street
trees, café seating, and other amenities (benches, trash and
recycle bins, bike racks, etc.). Currently within the City’s
West End, sidewalks do not meet these guidelines.

Strategy: Remove center turn lane on West Broad, use
excess space for crossing median, on-street parking, or
bicycle lane.
Strategy: As redevelopment occurs, ensure sites have
internal pedestrian connectivity as well as connections to
the rest of the City.

Strategy: Sidewalks in the area should be widened,
especially along West Broad Street to anticipate potential
future redevelopment.
Sidewalk Obstructions
Many sidewalks in the area are obstructed by utility poles,
street lights, redundant signage, and other infrastructure.
These obstructions reduce sidewalk width and, in some
cases, conflict with ADA requirements.
Strategy: Remove or relocate sidewalk obstructions.
Current walking conditions across West Broad Street.
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Intersection Geometry
Intersections and crossings are high risk areas for
pedestrians. Reducing the distance of crossings while
increasing visibility of pedestrians to motorists is key to
better safety.
Strategy: Incorporate curb extensions into intersections with
on-street parking to prevent people from parking too close
to intersections. This increases pedestrian visibility and
shortens the distance pedestrians need to cross.
Adequate Lighting
The perception of safety is key to creating an inviting
walkable space. Well-lit areas will encourage pedestrians to
walk at night.

Bump outs create safer crossings and can function as areas for additional
seating, wayfinding, or biofiltration.

Strategy: Encourage coordinated lit walking paths
throughout the West End to increase visibility and safety.
Work with Virginia Tech, WMATA, and Fairfax County to
ensure well-lit, safe pedestrian paths connect from the City
up to the West Falls Church Metro station.
Shared Streets
Shared streets, also called woonerfs, are low-speed, lowvolume streets shared by motorists, bicyclists, and
pedestrians. Instead of dividing a street with barriers like
curbs, sidewalks and bike lanes, woonerfs open up the
street allowing multiple uses simultaneously. These shared
streets are designed to allow cars but are not designed for
cars. Woonerfs encourage cars to drive slowly, yielding to
pedestrians and cyclists. This design would work
particularly well for internal commercial streets within the
POAs.
Strategy: Incorporate woonerfs where appropriate.
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Example of a pedestrian scramble crossing.

Transit – Metrobus
Buses routes are an important component in the City’s
multimodal goals. Buses are particularly useful during peak
traffic hours as they help to more efficiently transport
commuters on heavily traveled roads compared with singleoccupancy vehicles.
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
BRT systems involve dedicated lanes for buses enabling
them to make stops and move throughout their route without
the issue of automobile congestion. BRT is designed to
provide improved capacity and reliability in comparison to
traditional bus systems.

Bus Frequency
Bus service in the corridor arrives approximately every 15
minutes during rush hour. During non-peak travel times,
service frequency drops to every 30 minutes. This low level
of service means that travel by bus is not time competitive
with other mode choices. To make bus travel more
competitive, the City’s Mobility for all Modes plan calls for
increasing bus service frequency to 15 minutes throughout
the day.
Strategy: Work with WMATA and other service providers to
provide 15-minute service throughout the day.

Strategy: Continue to work with the Northern Virginia
Transportation Commission (NVTC) and neighboring
jurisdictions through the NVTC Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC) to evaluate a Route 7 BRT.
Bus Stop Amenities and Bus Shelters
Most stops in the area are marked by a simple pole sign and
there is only one bus shelter in the study area along West
Broad Street. The City’s Bus Stop and Bus Shelter Master
Plan calls for consolidation and enhancement of bus stops
along West Broad Street. Bus stop consolidation will
increase travel speeds for transit riders. Bus stop
enhancements, such as shelters, benches, trash cans,
bicycle racks, and route information brochures will improve
rider comfort and make riding the bus a more attractive
travel choice.
Strategy: Evaluate where bus stop and bus shelter
enhancements are needed throughout the West End.
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Transit – Metrorail
The West End is located near the West Falls Church Metro
Station (Orange Line). The Schools-Related Parcel (POA 8)
is less than a 1/4 mile from the station equating to about a
5-minute walk. Creating a safe, attractive pedestrian
connection to the metro could make the metro station a real
asset to the City’s West End.
Connecting to Metro
Accessibility to and from the metro station will be vital to the
future West End Economic Development project’s early
success. Currently a 0.36-mile informal path through a
parking lot would be the shortest route from the metro
station to the northern edge of the project site. This path to
the metro could be improved with formal wayfinding, wider
sidewalks, and improved street lighting to make the walk
feel comfortable and safe. As shown in the image on the
right, Commons Drive could be extended through the
Virginia Tech property to provide that connection.
Improvements to the existing metro connection may be
necessary in the interim until Commons Drive can be
extended as part of the redevelopment of the Virginia Tech
and WMATA properties.
Strategy: Coordinate with Virginia Tech and WMATA to
establish an improved interim route between WMATA,
Virginia Tech, and the new West End Economic
Development project site.
Strategy: Continue coordination with Fairfax County,
Virginia Tech, and WMATA on the extension of Commons
Drive to the metro station.
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Bicycle
There are currently no dedicated City bicycle lanes within
the City’s West End, however the W&OD Trail, a major
regional trail, runs adjacent to POA 4. Currently
improvements are underway to widen the trail along a onemile segment to create separate cyclist and pedestrian
travel lanes. Park Avenue, which ends at the eastern edge
of POA 7, is a designated bicycle route with shared-lane
markings (“sharrows”) and wayfinding signs. This route
directly connects the POA to the W&OD Trail.
Bicycle Lanes
The largest barrier to biking is safety and comfort while
cycling on the street. Bicyclist will choose another mode of
transportation, likely an automobile, if the route feels
hurried, stressful, disjointed, or risky due to the proximity
and speed of passing cars.

Shared Path

Strategy: Install better bike facilities throughout the West
End with a preference for shared-use paths and protected
bike lanes over sharrows.
Bicycle Routes
The City’s Bicycle Master Plan, identifies future bicycle
routes throughout the City, several of which run through the
POA. Once completed, the routes will provide better bicycle
access and site connectivity.
George Mason High School and Mary Ellen Henderson
Middle School are within biking distance for many students.
As part of the new high school and West Falls Church
Economic Development Project a cycle track is planned
along Mustang Alley leading to the schools. Creating safe
bicycle paths that will connect to that cycle track should be
a key priority.

Protective Parking
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Strategy: Prioritize a bicycle connection from the W&OD
Trail to the school site.
Strategy: Complete the bicycle routes identified in the City’s
Bicycle Master Plan including the connections to the W&OD
Trail and the schools.
Bike-Share
The City recently installed bike share in the city at 10
locations, only one of which is located in the West End POA.
Strategy: Install additional bike-share stations along the
West Broad Street corridor, the W&OD trail and encourage
future redevelopment to set aside space for permanent bikeshare stations.
Bicycle Parking
A lack of adequate spaces to safely secure bicycles can be
an obstacle to cyclists and may result in some bicycles
being locked in places where they do not belong. Public
bicycle racks that fit with any new streetscape designs can
be used at strategic locations throughout the area to
reinforce bicycle usage along Route 7 and interior POA
streets. A spot to rest along the W&OD trail and the Gordon
Triangle would be an opportune spot to increase bicycle
parking.
Strategy: Place bicycle racks near likely mode shift locations
such as bus stops, W&OD exits, and entrances to walkable
areas.
Strategy: Include both long-term and short-term bike
parking options to meet a variety of user needs.
Short-term and long-term bike parking options.
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Scooters and Dockless Bicycles
The National Capital Region has seen a recent surge in
demand for rentable electric scooters and dockless
bicycles. These rebranded forms of alternative
transportation are supplied by numerous competing private
companies. Electric scooters and dockless bikes provide
affordable, convenient, emission-free mobility which is well
suited for the compact City of Falls Church. Creating
dedicated and protected right-of-way for scooters and
bicycles (docked or dockless) helps to create safer
conditions for using these devices. Additionally, providing
proper parking eliminates another potential barrier to users.
Strategy: Provide e-scooters and dockless bike parking
throughout the West End.

Designated scooter parking provided in a curb extension.

Strategy: Build out the bicycle lanes recommended in the
City’s Bicycle Master Plan which can be used for e-scooters
and dockless bikes.
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Automobile
West Broad Street is part of State Route 7, a regional
roadway that runs from Alexandria, VA to Tysons Corner
and beyond. One of the most travelled roadways in the City,
it is designated as a major arterial and is five lanes wide
(including a center turn lane) throughout the commercial
portions of the City, briefly becoming 6-7 lanes (including
turn lanes) within the study area.
Regional Travel Patterns
Redevelopment activity is ongoing or planned in several
areas around the City and West Broad Street is heavily
affected by regional development patterns. Future
development will likely increase travel demand regionally
(including in and through the City). The City is also affected
by freight and truck travel patterns. Truck restrictions on
nearby Route 50 push truck traffic onto Route 7. This
situation is inconsistent with recent development activity
and the goals of this Plan, which envisions West Broad
Street as a more walkable environment in the City.

West Broad Street
Lane widths along West Broad Street vary, but they are
typically 12 feet wide. Recent research shows that wide
lanes actually decrease safety by encouraging people to
drive faster. Lane widths of 11 to 10 feet have been shown
to reduce the frequency, number, and severity of crashes.
Eleven foot lanes are wide enough to support travel by
buses, emergency vehicles, and trucks.
As demand for travel along West Broad Street increases,
the City may have to explore more space-efficient travel
options. Communities throughout the U.S, have converted
some travel lanes for Bus Rapid Transit, and cycle tracks,
and High Occupancy Vehicle lanes during rush hour. This
temporary conversion allows communities to maintain
accessibility for all travelers while also increasing the
capacity of the road to carry more people.

Strategy: Increase options for non-automotive travel to
mitigate local automobile travel patterns

Strategy: Decrease speed along W. Broad to 20-mph and
allow a greater mix of transit modes (note this would provide
safety benefits at limited travel cost time).

Strategy: Work with regional neighbors and the Virginia
Department of Transportation to reverse existing truck
restrictions so that trucks are permitted on Route 50 and
restricted from Broad Street.

Strategy: Synchronize signal timings and signal
progressions to reduce wait times for both motorists and
pedestrians.

Access Management and Curb Cuts
Properties in the area generally have one or more curb cuts.
The frequency of curb cuts disrupts both pedestrian and
automobile traffic.
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Strategy: Develop inter-parcel connectivity and shared
parking arrangements to limit the number of times drivers
have to enter and exit individual lots.

Strategy: Explore the use of BRT/HOV/cycle lanes during
rush hour.
Automobile Parking
Currently, automobile parking in the West End largely
consists of private surface parking lots. Shared parking
allows visitors to park once and visit multiple destinations.

Fostering agreements among property owners could
dramatically increase the available parking supply in the
City’s West End.
Strategy: Share parking across sites to reduce the need to
build additional parking spaces.
Strategy: Provide both short-term and long-term parking
options. Metered on-street parking can provide frequent
turnover of parked cars, thereby increasing access to area
businesses while structured parking may provide visitors the
flexibility to visit multiple destinations.
Strategy: Explore opportunities to provide public parking
structures.
Car-share & Ride-share
Car-share services allow vehicles to be rented for single
trips, a day, or even in the form of monthly commuter
subscriptions for work week travel. Zipcar and Car2Go are
two popular models in the metropolitan area.
Ride-share services are a popular alternative to reliance on
individual vehicle trips, and in some cases car ownership
entirely, by providing door to door service. Uber and Lyft are
currently two of the most prevalent services.

Strategy: Encourage partnership with car-share services
and dedicate parking for their use.
Strategy: The City should encourage designated pick-up &
drop-off (PUDO) zones.
Planning for Autonomous Vehicles
Autonomous vehicle (AV) technology is expected to
significantly transform the transportation system over the
coming decades. As this technology continues to move
forward, there will be implications for the planning and
design of development and transportation systems on both
the local and regional levels. For example, shared AVs
could result in a significant reduction in private ownership
leading to a reduced need for parking while at the same time
an increased need for pick-up and drop-off areas.
Strategy: Continue to monitor AV technology and market
changes to remain responsive and flexible to infrastructure
needs to support AV use.
Strategy: Continue to evaluate the potential impacts of AVs
and revise land use regulations and design standards as
appropriate.
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7. Community Building Blocks Infrustructure & Environment

7

Overview
Infrastructure and Environment in this context refers to
underground water and sanitary sewer lines, storm sewer,
overhead utilities, property yard, urban forestry and
agriculture, and environmental sustainability and resiliency.
These all contribute to the City’s 2040 Vision and
Environmental Sustainability core value as expressed in the
Vision chapter of the Comprehensive Plan.

Tripps Run Tributaries
Grove Branch, a tributary to Tripp’s Run is located between
the southwestern border of the West End POA and the
Washington & Old Dominion Trail. Pearson Branch, another
tributary to Tripps Run, is currently located underground
within the Gordon Road Triangle. Connections should be
made between the West End POA and the W&OD Trail.
Grove Branch and Pearson Branch could act as an
environmental asset, being maintained in a way where it is
visible and accessible to people in the West End POA.

Tripp’s Run stream improvements in neighboring Fairfax County.

Strategy: Daylight Tripp’s Run tributaries to provide water
features within the Gordon Road Triangle and manage
stormwater.

Water
The water distribution system is owned and maintained by
Fairfax Water. According to the City GIS data, the POA is
served by a 12 inch waterline along West Broad Street and
a 20 inch waterline along Haycock Road. Smaller waterlines
serve the various properties such as the shopping center,
the existing George Mason High School, and the various
properties along Gordon Road.
Water line repair on Broad Street.
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Source
The City’s source of raw water is the Potomac River. Water
utilities are owned and maintained by Fairfax Water. The
City is supplied water by the Washington Aqueduct division
of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Raw water is drawn
from the Potomac River and treated at the Washington
Aqueduct’s Dalecarlia and McMillan water treatment plants,
both of which can provide water for distribution in the City.

Strategy: Aging sanitary sewer lines and pump stations
should be replaced. Additionally, the City should continue to
evaluate
improvements
necessary
to
support
redevelopment.

Strategy: Continue working with Fairfax Water to ensure
adequate
water
distribution
infrastructure
for
redevelopment.

Sanitary Sewer
According to the City GIS data, the POA is currently served
by a 12 inch and 8 inch gravity sanitary sewer along
Haycock Road and West Broad Street, respectively.
Sanitary sewer is owned by the City of Falls Church and
maintained by the Department of Public Works.

The Potomac River, the source of the City water supply.

The majority of the sanitary sewer system in the City of Falls
Church was installed between 1950 and 1960. The
Department of Public Works (DPW) manages a
comprehensive inspection program that collects pipe
conditions and ranks portions of the system for
rehabilitation. The City has over 1,000 manholes and 47
miles of pipe ranging from six inches to 21 inches diameter.
The City is working on a West End Sanitary Sewer Propject
that will include 1,200 linear feet of new 8 inch diameter
sanitary sewer pipe starting at the edge of the GMHS
development site, running south down Shreve Road and
then east on Gordon Road. This project is intended to
convey flows from the new high school and the future West
Falls Church Economic Development Project site.
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City workers repairing a Sanitary Sewer line in Falls Church.
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Storm Sewer
DPW manages, maintains, and repairs the City's
stormwater system, which includes 140,000 linear feet of
storm drain, 1,400 appurtenances, and 8,100 feet of stream
channel in the Four Mile Run and Tripp's Run watersheds.
The West End POA is located within the Tripp’s Run
watershed.
A 20 inch concrete storm sewer is located under West Broad
Street. Properties in the POA generally drain into the storm
drain along West Broad Street.
Impervious surface contributes to increased runoff and
storm sewer backups. This can happen because water
cannot be absorbed by these surfaces and instead must
flow through the City’s storm sewer system. Increasing the
use of green infrastructure on a site helps to absorb
stormwater and reduce the amount of stormwater that must
be conveyed through the storm sewer system.

Storm Sewer pipe installation.

The West End is almost entirely covered by impervious
surface, the majority of which is dedicated to surface
parking. Redevelopment projects should ensure proper
drainage into adequate storm sewers. This is especially
important due to the higher densities proposed in this POA
and the current expanse of impervious surface.
Redevelopment should include incorporate green
infrastructure over grey infrastructure where feasible to
reduce stress on the storm sewer system. Opportunities to
reuse rainwater should also be considered.
A private storm sewer easement is located along the
shopping center north of West Broad Street. Public
easements are located along the Gordon Road Triangle
south of West Broad Street.
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Pervious pavers allow natural stormwater drainage on surfaces that would
otherwise be impervious.
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Strategy: Asses existing stormwater infrastructure and
make upgrades as necessary to support redevelopment.
Strategy: Encourage redevelopment to incorporate green
infrastructure over grey infrastructure for stormwater
management where feasible.
Strategy: Encourage redevelopment to consider climaterelated stormwater volume increases when developing
stormwater
management
plans
and
designing
infrastructure.

Overhead Utilities
Overhead utilities are generally strung between 34 foot high
poles and include lines for power, phone, and cable, among
other uses. In the POA these poles run along Haycock
Road and Shreve Road.
The City‘s adopted Streetscape Plan states that overhead
utilities in the commercial areas in the City are to be
undergrounded. Every large commercial development
project should include undergrounding of overhead wires as
part of the special exception process.

Stormwater drainage designed as a water feature.

A general cost range for undergrounding overhead utilities
in the Washington D.C. region is estimated to be between
$8 million and $13 million per mile.
Strategy: Require undergrounding of overhead utilities as
part of the redevelopment process.

Overhead utility lines and poles at the intersection of West
Broad Street and Haycock Road.
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City Property Yard
The City’s Property Yard is the hub of the DPW Operations
team. It is situated along Gordon Road in the City. Some
of the land was previously in neighboring Fairfax Countty,
but was ceded to the City of Falls Church in the 2013
Boundary Adjustment. Existing uses include the storage of
vehicles, leaf collection, homeless shelter, recycling center,
and some community events such as the post-Halloween
pumpkin launch/smash. It has been proposed that the City
retain Property Yard activities with a more efficient site
layout. This would allow for a more compact Property Yard
while freeing space for redevelopment.
Strategy: Start planning for the eventual replacement and
redevelopment of the Property Yard parcels.
Strategy: Evaluate opportunities for a public-private
partnership to redevelop the Property Yard.

Part of the City Property Yard, located at 7100 Gordon Road.

Urban Forestry
The City’s urban forest includes every tree in the City on
both public and private property. The City of Falls Church
has been awarded the title of “Tree City USA“ 40 years, and
was the first city in Virginia to be given the title by the
National Arbor Day Foundation.
The City of Falls Church Urban Forestry Commission is
composed of five members who make recommendations on
regulations, plans, policies, and programs for the care and
improvement of the City’s urban forest. They also advise
the City Arborist, City Council, and City Manager on treerelated matters.
According to GIS data, there are approximately 405 trees
in the West End POA.
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Street tree canopy at the intersection of Broad Street and Washington Street.
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Urban trees can provide a variety of benefits. Trees help to
frame important areas of the City, they provide shelter from
the sun, reduce air pollution, and increase aesthetic value.
Within public/semi-public open space, native trees
supplemented by an understory of shrubs, groundcovers,
perennials, and annuals of varying types and sizes can be
used to add beauty and provide environmental benefits.
Strategy: Maintain existing trees and enhance tree
coverage in streetscape, parks, and future redevelopment.

Urban Agriculture
Urban agriculture can support production of fresh, locally
sourced produce that can be donated to those in need or
sold at farmer’s markets. Urban agriculture can refer to
rooftop gardens, aquaponics centers, or agriculture on
vacant lots. According to the United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA), the benefits include closer
neighborhood ties, reduced crime, and education.. The
USDA provides assistance through grants for the
establishment and maintenance of urban agriculture. The
USDA also provides technical and financial assistance
through the Natural Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS). The NCRS has Service Centers around the
country dedicated to assistance — the nearest to the City of
Falls Church is in Warrenton.

Urban agriculture in West Oakland, CA.

Strategy: Contact the NRCS to learn about, and get
assistance with an urban agriculture program.
Strategy: Create opportuntities for community gardens (roof
top gardens, planters in public spaces, gardens along the
W&OD Trail, etc.).
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Enviromental Sustainability
Environmental sustainability and resilience are key priorities
for the City of Falls Church as emphasized in the core
values listed in the Vision chapter and the Environmental
Sustainability, Resilience, and Natural Resource chapter of
the Comprehensive Plan. In addition, the City adopted
Resolution 2012-24 states that LEED (Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design) Silver should be a goal for new
and renovated public buildings.
The City also encourages new and renovated private
buildings to strive for LEED certification. Existing buildings
are eligible for LEED Operations and Maintenance. LEED
Neighborhood Development should be pursued for multibuilding developments.
Strategy: Encourage redevelopment projects in the City to
pursue high standards for climate resilience and
sustainability.

Climate & Air
New buildings should be designed to be “Net-Zero Energy
Ready,“ to ensure new development is resilient to the effects
of a changing climate. Buildings meeting these standards
are designed to maximize energy efficiency so that the
introduction of a renewable energy system can offset all or
most annual energy consumption. Encouraging this building
practice would allow future West End redevelopment to
quickly adapt to new renewable inputs, helping to push
buildings to 100% net zero energy consumption.

development or redevelopment require electric car
infrastructure as part of the Special Exception process.
In addition to encouraing multi-modal transportation in the
West End, infrastructure should also be provided to charge
electric vehciles as well as support and promote their use.
Vehicle-to-grid technology such as that currently being
tested by Dominion Energy Virginia, and other energy
storage should also be addressed, to maximize resilience
and allow optimal electric grid utilization.
Strategy: Ensure that sustainability and resilience are
addressed as a priority in all refurbishment, development
and redevelopment planning, for public, commercial and
residential buildings and all infrastructure.
Strategy: Reduce energy consumption and increase energy
efficiency, Design and refurbishment.
Strategy: Support and encourage the use of renewable
energy sources and reduce the use of fossil fuels (including
natural gas) for public facilities, and the installation of
renewable energy generation facilities where possible.

The City can reccommend or require ways of implementing
net zero buildings upon redevelopment through the Special
Exception process. In addition, the City’s Environmental
Sustainability Council (ESC) has requested that new
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8. Public Spaces that Create
Opportunities
for
Community
Activities – Parks & Open Spaces
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Overview
Parks and open spaces are vital components that support
healthy and sustainable communities. These spaces offer
exercise and recreation opportunities, places to meet and
engage with the community. In addition, green spaces help
to manage stormwater while enhancing the area’s
aesthetics.
Future redevelopment of the City’s West End will bring new
residents and visitors to this area, requiring new parks and

open spaces. These areas should be convenient for people
to access and include multi-use spaces.

Existing Conditions
The City’s West End lacks gathering spaces. This is partly
because the POA boundaries were developed to focus on
the commercial areas and thus excluded the City’s existing
parks. This Plan focuses on increasing connectivity to
existing City parks and integrating smaller gathering
spaces, such as pocket parks, plazas, central greens and
promenades, as the City’s West End redevelops.
Park Connections
There are two parks located adjacent to the West End study
area: West End Park and W&OD Park.
West End Park is located adjacent to the W&OD Trail near
the Route 7 bike bridge, northwest of the trail’s intersection
with Grove Avenue. The park is approximately 2.2 acres in
size and includes landscaping, walking paths, and a skate
area.
The W&OD Park include the popular W&OD Trail. The Park
and Trail stretch for 45 miles across Northern Virginia
connecting Shirlington to Purcellville. Within the City, the
Park covers approximately 16 acres. The Park borders the
southern edge of the Gordon Road Triangle.
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Evaluation of Needs
In 2015, there were an estimated 13,312 residents of the
City of Falls Church. According the 2019 update of the
Demographics Chapter of the City’s Comprehensive Plan,
the number of Falls Church residents is expected to
increase to 14,808 in 2020 and to 20,549 by 2045. The
City’s West End will likely provide housing for a significant
portion of this projected population increase.
The Trust for Public Land developed the ParkScore® index
which measures how well the 100 largest U.S. cities are
meeting the needs for parks. ParkScore® evaluates four
important characteristics of an effective park system:
accessibility, acreage, amenities, and investment.
Park Accessibility
According to The Trust for Public Land, 98% of Falls Church
residents live within a 10-minute walk of a park. As the City’s
West End redevelops and more residential units are added,
the City should strive to ensure new residential units are
located within a 5 to10-minute walk.
Park Acreage
Both median park size and parkland as a percentage of city
area are important metrics to consider when evaluating a
park system. Considering the acreage of a city helps
account for larger “destination parks” that serve many users
but may not be within walking distance.
The median park size in the City is 2.85 acres. Citywide
approximately 6.5% of land in the City is used for park
space. The City should strive to increase the percent of City
land used for parks while also focusing on increasing park
space specifically in the West End. The following table
shows a comparison of the percentage of land in other

urban places that is used for parks and recreation.
Jurisdiction

Percent of Land Used for
Parks

City of Fairfax

6%

Arlington County

11%

City of Alexandria

12%

Philadelphia, PA

13%

Portland, OR

18%

Washington, D.C.

21%

Park Amenities
Having a park system that offers a range of amenities
(basketball hoops, playgrounds, trails, dog parks, etc.) helps
to support a variety of interests and needs. Different users
– from office employees enjoying lunch outside to residents
walking their dogs – require unique park facilities and
amenities.
Dog parks are a critical need as there currently are no dog
parks in the City of Falls Church. The City should encourage
new multi-family residential buildings to include designated
areas for dogs.
Park Investment
Park investment includes public spending, non-profit
spending, and volunteer hours. ParkScore® considers the
total spending per resident. As the City’s population
increases, it is important that the City assess the level of
investment needed to support a successful park system.
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Future Parks and Open Spaces
Open space is not limited simply to traditional parks and
green spaces. The term can also include plazas and urban
squares. They provide special gathering spaces outside of
the normal streetscape that are often and encouraged to be
green.
There are a number of key components that should be
considered in creating successful parks and gathering
spaces. For example, these areas need to be able to adapt
to change, include spaces available for both passive and
active recreation, and respond to weekly and seasonal
fluctuations in use. The Urban Design Chapter (Chapter 5)
of
this
Plan
provides
additional
details
and
recommendations to create successful public spaces that
are adaptable and support community activities.
Strategy: Encourage land to be set aside early in the
redevelopment process for open space.
Strategy: Encourage each development block to include
some form of publicly accessible open space.
Strategy: Provide a variety of active and passive recreation
spaces.
Strategy: Utilize public-private partnerships to provide
recreational spaces such as an aquatic center.
Strategy: Dog parks should be incorporated into future plans
for new park spaces. The City should also encourage
developers to incorporate amenities for dog owners.

Open spaces should create a sense of enclosure with trees and buildings.
Often designed to be a mixture of hard and soft-scape.
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Successful Spaces
Mr. Browns Park located in the downtown has been
successful in part because it is the City’s first flexible
gathering space located adjacent to the street and near a
major activity node. While the City’s other great parks
provide retreat in a more isolated natural environment or are
centered around specific activities like tennis, the best urban
areas have a balance of both traditional parks and urban
parks which are easily accessible to pedestrians. While
there are many factors to consider the following subsections
highlight four key characteristics to consider when creating
a successful public space.
Accessibility
The entrance between the sidewalk and the park’s interior
should be fluid and inviting. Avoid fences, walls, and dense
or high landscaping that obstruct visibility in and out of the
park. These open spaces do not need to be located directly
off of West Broad Street but should be within a pedestrian’s
clear line of sight.

Outdoor dining frames the open square.

Attractions
A great public space provides plenty of reasons to spend
time there. Common examples include food and beverage
from vendors and adjacent cafes, fountains for play, public
art, and music events. A greater variety of potential
experiences will draw a more diverse crowd over a wider
range of hours throughout the day. The buildings that frame
the space, whether civic institutions, restaurants,
entertainment venues, or retail, can also enhance the
experience and become a reason to visit. Complementary
uses should be planned along edges of open spaces to act
as a secondary attraction.
Plaza blends in seamlessly into streetscape – David Koch Park, NYC.
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Amenities
A space can be attractive and accessible but amenities are
what allow a person to stay comfortably within a space for
longer periods of time. This includes lighting, shade,
fountains, bike racks, trash receptacles, and plenty of
seating. Some amenities may be more site specific. For
example, an urban park along the W&OD Trail in the Gordon
Triangle might include drinking fountains and bicycle repair
stations for cyclists and joggers coming off the trail.
Flexible Programing
Rigid site specific design not only limits possible uses in the
present but may also not transition well over time as the
area and user needs inevitably change. A common practice
is to leave enough unplanned area within the site to hold
events, create temporary structures, and host seasonal
actives. Moveable seating and tables are recommended to
allow the user to create spaces suited for their purposes.

Bryant Park, NYC providing shopping and ice skating in winter months.
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Flexible programming - Church Street Marketplace, Burlington, Vermont

Variety of activities and amenities provided at Granary Square, London

Precedents
Klyde Warren Park, Dallas TX
Klyde Warren Park created new urban green space that also
served as a connection between the vibrant Uptown
neighborhood with the Dallas Arts District and downtown.
The increased pedestrian connectivity and opportunities to
engage with the natural landscape was part of the ongoing
transformation of downtown Dallas, bringing quality of life,
foot traffic, and increased development interest in
surrounding properties.

Klyde Warren Park (Dallas, TX)

Klyde Warren Park was developed through a public-private
partnership between the City of Dallas and the Woodall
Rodgers Park Foundation. The City owns the park while the
Foundation operates and manages the space. The park
includes a variety of active and passive spaces as well as
spaces that are flexible for programmed events like yoga,
Zumba, live music, and other festivals.
Smale Riverfront Park, Cincinnati, OH
Smale Riverfront Park was designed with the goal of
reconnecting downtown to the river and provide a link to the
existing riverfront parks. The park includes a series of
terraces that help to accommodate seasonal flooding as
well as a variety of park features including splash grounds
and water play areas, playgrounds, Moerlein Lager House,
Rosenburg Swings, picnic areas, and gardens.

Rosenburg Swings, Smale Riverfront Park (Cincinnati, OH)
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Downtown Detroit Parks, Detroit MI
Thoughtful placemaking and programming has helped to
make Detroit’s downtown parks both public assets and yearround, vibrant attractions. Each season, a number of unique
features – beautiful landscaping, fountains, historical
monuments, dining areas, fire pits, ice rinks, and pop-up
indoor areas – help these spaces come alive. Downtown
Detroit Parks operates through private funding secured by
Downtown Detroit Partnership and support from the City,
which provides support, public safety and special event
services. This combined effort enables the Parks to provide
a wide array of features and programming throughout the
year.

Winter Pop-up Markets, Cadillac Park (Detroit, MI)

Urban Beach, Campus Maritus Park (Detroit, MI)
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9. Implementation
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Realizing the Vision
This Plan’s vision statement calls for developing the area as
a “vibrant gateway into the City of Falls Church” that
incorporates gathering spaces and a mix of uses to create
a “welcoming and inclusive community,” and that “supports
the area’s economic vitality, enhances safety and
multimodal connections, and affirms the City’s commitment
as an urban sustainability leader. Both short-term and longterm actions will be necessary to achieve the Plan’s vision
and goals.
This chapter identifies a range of public and private actions
and investments that will advance the vision of developing
the West End as a vibrant destination and gateway into the
City.

Action Implementation Matrix
The Action Implementation Matrix on the following pages
provides a list of recommended actions that support
implementation of this Plan’s vision and goals.
Implementation timeframes are split into two levels – Short
term (2021 – 2024) and Long term (2025 or later).
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Actions
Policy Actions
Action
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Description

Lead Department

Timeframe

Future Land Use Map
Changes

Changes to the City’s official Future
Land Use map may be necessary to
achieve the recommendations provided
in Chapter 3, Land Use & Zoning.

Community Planning &
Economic Development
Services (CPEDS)

Short-term

Zoning Ordinance
Revisions

The Zoning Ordinance should be
reviewed and evaluated to determine
whether revisions are needed to achieve
the City’s land use goals. Ensure any
Zoning Ordinance amendments provide
flexibility as local and regional
development markets change.

CPEDS

Short-term

Zoning Map
Amendments/Creation
of Overlay Districts

The City should evaluate necessary
amendments to the zoning map to
achieve this Plan’s land use goals.
Additionally, the City should explore the
creation of overlay districts that would
encourage coordinated redevelopment of
the desired scale and composition within
the West End.

CPEDS

Short-term

Business Improvement
District (BID)

Create a BID for the West End.

CPEDS

Medium-term
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Projects
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Action

Description

Lead Department

Timeframe

Fiscal Impact Analysis

Conduct an analysis of the net economic
return needed from redevelopment in the
West End to support the City’s operating
budget with a declining or steady tax
rate.

CPEDS

Short-term

Improved Pedestrian
Crossings

Provide frequent pedestrian crossing
across West Broad Street and Haycock
Road consistent with the
recommendations provided in Chapter 6,
Mobility & Accessibility.

DPW/CPEDS

Medium-term

New Street Grid

As redevelopment occurs, the City
should encourage the creation of a new
street grid consistent with the
recommendations provided in Chapter 6,
Mobility & Accessibility.

CPEDS/DPW

Long-term

Sanitary Sewer
Improvements

Explore the sanitary sewer needs to
accommodate future redevelopment in
the City’s West End. Evaluate costs,
financing strategies, and methods to
provide adequate service.

DPW

Long-term
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Action
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Description

Lead Department

Timeframe

Pedestrian Facility
Improvements

Work with developers to provide internal
pedestrian connections and wider
sidewalks throughout the West End.

DPW/CPEDS

Long-term

Housing Diversity &
Affordability

Ensure redevelopment proposals provide
a diverse range of housing types and
price points to accommodate different
income levels and stages of household
formation.

CPEDS/Housing &
Human Services (HHS)

Ongoing

Co-location of
Affordable Housing

Co-locate affordable housing with
community facilities where possible.

CPEDS/HHS

Ongoing

Utility Undergrounding

Explore the cost, advantages, and
methods of financing for undergrounding
overhead utilities. A continuous effort
should be made to underground utilities
as part of redevelopment projects and
public infrastructure projects.

DPW

Ongoing

Parks & Open Space

Require proposals for future
redevelopment to allocate publicly
accessible parks & open space areas.

CPEDS/Recreation &
Parks Department

Ongoing

Park Forms &
Amenities

Encourage developers to include a
variety of park and open space forms
(central green space, plazas, rooftop
terraces, pocket parks, etc.) and
amenities such as dog parks

CPEDS/Recreation &
Parks Department

Ongoing
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Collection Statistics

JUL
Adult Count
Fiction
NEW*
Fiction
Mystery
Paperback
SF/Fantasy
Romance
Graphic Novels
Total Fiction
Non Fiction
NEW*
Microforms/CDROM
Ref/Off.Ref/Pro
000-099
100-199
200-299
300-399
400-499
500-599
600-699
700-799
800-899
900-999
Folios
Bio
Travel
VaC
3 Day Loan (Fed Chkbk)
Total Non Fiction
Kits (Book Club)
Large Print (Fic/NF)
Total Adult Collection

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

1,173 1,195
10,698 10811
4,060
4054
2
2
1,576
1582
323
342
1,302
932
17,961 17,723

893
10,878
4,071
2
1,591
346
932
17,820

905
858
10,960 11026
4090
4119
0
0
1600
1616
348
361
934
944
17,932 18,066

952
11132
4167
0
1652
370
953
18,274

988
11065
4186
0
1672
240
611
17,774

937
11086
4,198
0
1,680
237
611
17,812

1,030
11,135
4,235
0
1,689
248
614
17,921

1,183
11,221
4,255
0
1,707
257
637
18,077

0

0

1,612 1,610
3
3
1,814 1,626
764
766
1,840 1,852
1,619 1,593
4,227 4,191
549
554
1,292 1,300
5,190 5,139
4,335 4,330
2,379 2,044
4,564 4,497
416
416
2,151 2,145
1,568 1,506
3,114 3,114
2
2
35,827 35,078

1,371
3
750
744
1,866
1,599
4,158
552
1,314
5,157
4,354
2,056
4,484
414
2,147
1,163
3,113
2
33,876

1,435 1,174
3
3
683
684
748
750
1,810 1,829
1,606 1,614
4,120 4,096
432
435
1,322 1,148
4,707 4,435
4,380 4,232
1,841 1,757
4,351 4,385
399
399
2,157 2,166
1,154 1,117
3,069 3,073
2
2
32,784 32,125

1,155
3
684
753
1,829
1,615
4,096
439
1,150
4,468
4,045
1,765
4,395
400
2,172
1,116
3,096
2
32,028

1,137
3
659
731
1,841
1,617
4,109
438
1,154
4,514
3,790
1,753
4,409
400
2,172
1,010
3,175
2
31,777

1,055
3
559
737
1,834
1,540
4,116
439
1,160
4,540
3,816
1,765
4,411
174
2,173
1,000
3,179
0
31,446

1,115
3
543
739
1,840
1,543
4,157
439
1,170
4,567
3,823
1,777
4,463
172
2,171
1,016
3,018
0
31,441

1,240
3
546
742
1,850
1,548
4,180
451
1,176
4,601
3,839
1,781
4,042
170
2,171
1,045
3,014
0
31,159

0

0

136
128
1,512
1228
55,436 54,157

124
1,233
53,053

124
124
1,240 1,246
52,080 51,561

114
1,254
51,670

29
1,216
50,796

27
1,216
50,501

26
1,223
50,611

26
1,233
50,495

0

0

Collection Statistics

JUL
Juvenile Count
Fiction
J Fiction
Books to go
Books to go bags
J Graphic Novels
Beginning Readers
YA Fiction
Storage
JE
JE-easy
Board books
Series paperbacks
Holiday
Language
Total J/YA Fiction
Non Fiction
Ref/Pro/Off
Parents
Teachers
J000-099
J100-199
J200-299
J300-399
J400-499
J500-599
J600-699
J700-799
J800-899
J900-999
J Bio
YA Non Fiction
Total J/YA Non Fiction

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

3,592
3558
232
232
50
50
881
902
1,187
1191
1,529 1,583
4
0
6,924 6,716
1,333 1,342
793
788
1
0
0
0
439
439
16,965 16,801

3,368
232
50
916
1,161
1,608
0
6,444
1,272
805
0
0
439
16,295

3357
3392
232
238
50
50
950
968
1167
1170
1325
1,340
0
0
6,358 6,269
1,274 1,285
807
819
0
0
0
0
439
400
15,959 15,931

3,353
238
50
951
1,143
1,344
0
6,132
1,284
764
0
0
393
15,652

2,974
237
50
967
1,186
1,156
0
6,136
1,306
677
0
0
329
15,018

2,970
236
50
963
1,187
1,154
0
6,141
1,311
660
0
0
329
15,001

2,944
230
49
961
1,188
1,140
0
6,122
1,312
676
0
0
326
14,948

2,944
230
49
961
1,208
1,141
0
6,152
1,321
678
0
0
326
15,010

0

0

335
515
123
74
49
233
987
90
1,555
712
877
365
1,232
832
303
8,282

334
518
124
71
47
193
799
90
1,478
710
872
253
1,227
829
303
7,848

334
520
124
71
47
193
799
90
1,481
710
872
253
1,227
828
245
7,794

333
526
123
66
46
163
811
90
1,371
713
875
255
1,228
827
259
7,686

278
448
96
65
46
165
699
90
1,215
604
774
208
1,227
827
267
7,009

265
447
96
65
46
165
697
90
1,213
603
772
209
1,132
813
267
6,880

256
445
96
67
46
166
699
90
1,219
605
774
208
1,132
813
263
6,879

255
445
96
67
46
166
699
90
1,219
605
774
208
1,132
813
263
6,878

0

0

335
516
124
69
45
190
848
91
1,495
708
872
252
1,224
827
303
7,899

334
525
124
64
41
162
802
90
1,456
713
874
255
1,228
829
259
7,756

Collection Statistics

JUL

AUG

SEP

NOV

1
1
23,754 23,688
2,035 2,209

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

1
23,339
1,882

1
22,028
1,994

1
21,882
406

1
21,828
272

1
21,889
260

0

0

Juv Kits
Total J/YA Collection
Periodicals (Adult and J)
Audio Visual Count
Audio JY sets
Compact Discs Adult
Compact Discs Juv
Total Compact Discs

2
1
25,249 24,701
2,026 2,172
199
3,815
727
4,542

199
3,812
727
4,539

198
1
0
1

196
0
0
0

150
0
0
0

100
0
0
0

99
0
0
0

99
0
0
0

99
0
0
0

99
0
0
0

0

0

Audio Discs Adult
Audio Discs Teaching Company
Audio Discs YA
Audio Disc Juv
Total Audio Discs

2,061
963
107
681
3,812

1,898
963
107
680
3,648

1,794
963
107
621
3,485

1,817
963
107
596
3,483

1,827
962
54
532
3,375

1,842
962
41
534
3,379

1,705
961
43
434
3,143

1,764
961
0
435
3,160

1,756
879
0
435
3,070

1,756
879
0
435
3,070

0

0

DVD Adult
DVD Teaching Company
DVD Juv
Total DVD
Total AV

4,949 4,132
373
371
2,045 1,941
7,367 6,444
15,920 14,830

4,147
371
1,891
6,409
10,093

4,180
371
1,894
6,445
10,124

4,205
382
1,803
6,390
9,915

4,258
382
1,758
6,398
9,877

4,304
407
1,758
6,469
9,711

4,238
409
1,758
6,405
9,664

4,250
409
1,760
6,419
9,588

4,262
409
1,759
6,430
9,599

0
0

0
0

1 wk obj (Backpacks, umbrellas)
3 wk obj (gardening kits)
Thermal Cameras
STEM Resource Hub
Unassigned
TOTAL PHYSICAL COLLECTION
Electronic Records Count
Overdrive ebooks
Overdrive eaudios
RBDigital
Kanopy
Total Electronic Records
Total MRSPL Collection

8
8
3
3
4
4
0
0
2
1
98,641 95,869

8
3
4
0
1
89,218

8
8
3
3
4
4
0
0
0
0
88,001 87,381

8
3
4
0
0
86,776

8
3
4
0
0
84,537

8
3
4
0
1
82,462

8
3
4
0
1
82,308

8
3
4
0
3
82,254

0

0

13,206
4,073
3,707
17,279
38,265
136,906

13,414
4,169
33,493
17,650
68,726
157,944

13,390
4,219
34,605
22,901
75,115
163,116

13,578
4,386
35,313
23,141
76,418
163,194

13,670
4,425
35,849
23,448
77,392
161,929

13,733
4,455
36,841
23,448
78,477
160,939

14,303
4,528
37,150
23,498
79,479
161,787

14,595
4,597
38,015
23,486
80,693
162,947

0
0

0
0

13,285
4,121
32,981
17,583
67,970
163,839

1
24,144
1,919

OCT

13,518
4,296
34,605
17,550
69,969
157,350

Circulation Statistics

ADULT COLLECTION
Non Fiction
NEW
Ref/Pro/Off Ref
000-099
100-199
200-299
300-399
400-499
500-599
600-699
700-799
800-899
900-999
Travel
Biography
Folio
3 day loan
Total Adult Non Fiction
Fiction
NEW
Fiction
Mystery
SF/Fantasy
Romance
Graphic Novel (Adult/YA)
Total Adult Fiction
Other
Book Club Kits
Large Print (Fic & NF)
Paperbacks
Periodicals (adult, J, YA)
Machine Readable Data (remove line)
Unassigned
Total Other
Total Adult Circulation

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

1,456
8
89
196
108
491
47
124
589
452
149
390
778
185
15
0
5,077

1,462
5
90
172
79
430
51
102
567
360
120
325
800
183
17
0
4,763

1,275
1
72
124
101
402
37
128
539
319
128
323
609
141
11
0
4,210

1,261
5
77
134
133
434
39
125
455
285
146
290
462
146
12
0
4,004

1,298
0
71
170
90
388
47
128
502
344
152
346
446
141
6
0
4,129

1,049
1
74
147
95
368
31
122
511
295
135
394
383
138
10
0
3,753

1,065
1
82
154
102
457
43
98
638
324
164
339
533
191
14
0
4,205

458
1
42
86
48
223
15
62
314
189
68
161
194
63
12
0
1,936

321
6
11
26
19
62
13
14
97
37
18
50
136
60
2
0
872

10
0
0
2
0
3
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
18

1,239
2707
806
438
94
412
5,696

1,199
2,599
731
405
109
438
5,481

1,059
2,225
592
359
71
329
4,635

1,026
2,153
615
307
67
250
4,418

990
1,885
611
342
95
199
4,122

964
2,010
651
341
109
226
4,301

1,030
2,031
668
346
82
200
4,357

414
959
384
161
72
129
2,119

346
688
194
136
41
162
1,567

19
27
5
3
2
6
62

8
269
0
293
0
1

9
240
0
266
0
0

11
211
0
252
0
0

8
201
0
249
0
0

2
153
0
262
0
0

6
139
0
270
0
0

10
195
0
233
0
0

0
82
0
90
0
0

0
47
0
46
0
0

0
4
0
0
0
0

571

515

474

458

417

415

438

172

93

4

0

0

3,557

11,344

10,759

9,319

8,880

8,668

8,469

9,000

4,227

2,532

84

0

0

73,282

0

0

JUN

FY Totals

0

9,655
28
608
1,211
775
3,258
323
903
4,213
2,606
1,080
2,619
4,341
1,248
99
0
32,967

0

8,286
17,284
5,257
2,838
0
2,351
36,758
54
1,541
0
1,961
0
1

Circulation Statistics

JUVENILE COLLECTION
Non-Fiction
JOff/Ref/Pro

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

2409
1

2,176
3

1,709
1

1,780
1

1,537
7

1,093
3

1,434
2

641
3

588
8

9
0

13,376
29
648
76
2,624
16,753
14,585
8,335
10,079
29,478
1,175
11,845

Parents
Teachers
Jbiography
Total JUV Non-Fiction
Fiction
J Graphic Novels
J-Beg
JE Picture Books
Books to Go
JE-easy
Other (Holiday/Language)
Holiday
Language
Board Books
Series Books
Total Juv Fiction
Total Juvenile

65
8
457
2,940
2647
1,316
1,709
4793
239
2,075

112
22
420
2,733
2,785
1,333
1,599
4,829
133
1,838

112
10
308
2,140
2,083
1,075
1,353
4,181
148
1,619

74
9
400
2,264
1,704
1,094
1,201
4,084
191
1,498

74
5
303
1,926
1,502
978
1,204
3,583
128
1,340

63
4
184
1,347
1,251
833
939
2,589
88
1,138

77
5
208
1,726
1,158
869
1,063
3,082
162
1,259

27
7
191
869
651
417
538
1,223
33
545

44
6
150
796
783
416
473
1,080
52
532

0
0
3
12
21
4
0
34
1
1

0
148
1,071
0
13,998
16,938

0
115
1,023
0
13,655
16,388

0
167
826
0
11,452
13,592

0
107
877
0
10,756
13,020

0
92
866
0
9,693
11,619

0
82
645
0
7,565
8,912

0
80
612
0
8,285
10,011

0
38
232
0
3,677
4,546

0
37
164
0
3,537
4,333

0
0
1
0
62
74

YOUNG ADULT COLLECTION
YA Fiction
YA Non Fiction
Storage
Total YA
Total Juv + YA

892
118
0
1,010
17,948

725
116
0
841
17,229

410
73
0
483
14,075

369
51
0
420
13,440

355
69
0
424
12,043

363
72
0
435
9,347

375
78
0
453
10,464

153
26
0
179
4,725

214
23
0
237
4,570

0
1
0
1
75

AUDIO VISUAL COLLECTION
Audiobooks Adult
Audiobooks Juvenile
Audiobooks YA
Compact Discs Adult
Compact Discs Juvenile
DVD Adult
DVD Juvenile

544
440
25
380
107
3603
1684

580
328
16
435
102
3,565
1,620

448
192
11
41
12
2,982
1,189

479
216
17
0
0
2,916
1,094

363
175
9
0
0
2,705
990

390
146
14
0
0
3,035
716

298
118
9
0
0
2,663
785

197
51
1
0
0
1,574
377

104
51
0
0
0
1,111
328

11
2
0
0
0
13
5

MAY

0

0
0

0
0

JUN

0

FY Totals

0
0

0
866
6,317
0
82,680
99,433

0
0

3,856
627
0
4,483
103,916
3,414
1,719
102
856
221
24,167
8,788

Circulation Statistics
JUL
50
6,833
4,923
4
4,927

AUG
59
6,705
4,875
2
4,877

SEP
93
4,968
4,366
2
4,368

OCT
74
4,796
4,129
2
4,131

NOV
54
4,296
4,210
5
4,215

DEC
15
4,301
4,802
5
4,807

JAN
18
3,873
5,029
2
5,031

FEB
17
2,200
4,539
4
4,543

MAR
8
1,594
5,317
1
5,318

APR
0
31
6,787
2
6,789

Freegal
1,818
Overdrive eaudiobooks
2,288
Rbdigital eaudiobooks
71
RB Digital Magaz. replaced Zinio 10/23/17722
RB Digital Comics
RB Digital Entertainment
Kanopy Streaming
256
Total Digital Collection
10,082
1 Week Loan Obj (backpacks, umbrellas) 4
3 Week Loan Object (gardening kits)
0
Thermal Cameras
5
Toy Kits

1,608
2,281
92
969
9
82
623
9,827
4
0
2

1,734
2,178
107
995
27
316
856
9,382
0
0
3

1,677
2,205
166
908
4
42
714
9,087
7
1
2

1,740
2,143
205
883
3
304
741
9,186
0
0
3

1,845
2,342
160
857
0
256
896
10,011
0
0
7

1,879
2,521
162
792
4
310
896
10,385
0
1
2

1,968
2,397
205
854
16
258
864
9,967
0
0
1

2,264
2,192
154
1,013
8
543
1,635
10,941
0
0
2

2,067
2,417
150
1,074
34
618
2,006
12,497
0
0
0

TOTAL Circulation

45,206

43,685

37,264

35,792

33,772

31,700

33,271

20941

19,402

12,686

Pedestrian Count

13,238 11842*
33,603 31,106

8,490
29,028

8,256
27,885

7,908
25,889

8,502
24,456

10,823
30,982

4,895
25,787

26,839

21,877

JY Audio (Book/CD set)
Total AV Circulation
Overdrive eBooks
RB Digital ebooks
Total eBook Circulation

Web Site Views
Computer Use
Downstairs (logons) 10 Computers
Downstairs (minutes)
Upstairs (logons) 8/6 Computers
Upstairs (minutes)
Juvenile (logons) 2 Computers
Juvenile (Minutes)
Total logons (18 workstations)

686

MAY

JUN

0

0

0

0

FY Totals
388
39,597
48,977
29
49,006

18,600
22,964
9,067

0

0

101,365
15
2
27
0

0

0

313,719
62,112
277,452

* counter was out of commission for 8 days; often is out for an average of 8 days/mo.; one measure of visitors
653
529
608
508
476
540
**
**
0
4,000

55,206

46,263

38,761

40,149

37,384

34,735

36,787

**

**

0

289,285

211

226

193

216

158

164

173

**

**

0

1,341

8,128
63
5,539

9,247
74
5,714

6,174
66
5,956

5,413
62
6,030

5,818
54
3,262

6,630
45
2,087

6,491
48
3,029

**
**
**

**
**
**

0
0
0

47,901
412
31,617

960

953

788

886

720

685

761

0

0

0

0

0

5,753

51,592

46,464

43,452

46,307

0

0

0

0

0

368,803

68,873 61,224 50,891
Total minutes (18 workstations)
**No access to Pharos Reports curently (3/9/2020)
Note: Library Closed due to Covid 19 beginning March 16th

Circulation Statistics
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC
JAN
FEB
Public Printers
B&W Printer (Ricoh)--formerly "upstairs"
Jobs
399
490
306
445
407
329
443
**
Pages
1,530
1,503
1,073
1,183
1,380
928
1,349
**
Color Printer (Xerox)--formerly "downstairs"
Jobs
120
90
66
77
48
75
60
**
Pages
287
337
318
209
110
207
147
**
**No access to Pharos Reports curently (3/9/2020)
Amount Billed
$197.30 $225.10 $152.30 $169.75 $179.90 $173.10 $181.90
**
Total Number of Jobs
519
580
372
522
455
404
503
0
Total Number of Pages
1,817
1,840
1,391
1,392
1,490
1,135
1,496
0
Total Reserves
3,252
2,943
2,754
2,631
2,559
2,527
3,029
891
Total Automatic Renewals
0
0
0
0
5,245
6,181
5,932
875
Self Checkout Transactions
10,423 10,210 7,785
7,503
7,862
6,899
8,069
4,250
Patron Notices
Overdue Notices
Reminder Notices
Patron Statistics
Employee/Other
168
169
168
170
176
178
179
171
City Adult
8,244
8,345
8,415
8,451
8,496
8,532
8,565
8,593
City Senior
1,865
1,887
1,910
1,931
1,953
1,964
1,982
1,999
Total City Adult
26,485 26,199 22,947 22,770 28,416 27,993 29,937 16,779
City YA
1,290
1,297
1,316
1,325
1,317
1,316
1,322
1,323
City Juv
1,251
1,247
1,384
1,367
1,358
1,350
1,337
1,324
Total City Juv
2,541
2,544
2,700
2,692
2,675
2,666
2,659
2,647
Total City Patrons
29,026 28,743 25,647 25,462 31,091 30,659 32,596 19,426

170
8,598
2,011
13,801
1,327
1,308
2,635
16,436

168
8,614
2,006
10,788
1,327
1,285
2,612
13,400

* cleaned up data-- got rid of previous employees and shifted admin cards.
Out of City Adult
14,214 14,348 14,458 14,535 14,595
Out of City Senior
3,500
3,538
3,585
3,627
3,662
Total Out of City Adult
17,714 17,886 18,043 18,162 18,257
Out of City YA
1,153
1,169
1,172
1,167
1,170
Out of City Juvenile
868
863
857
843
834

14,681
3,695
18,376
1,166
825

14,756
3,731
18,487
1,174
808

14,815
3,760
18,575
1,172
799

14,884
3,784
18,668
1,181
788

Total Out of City Juv
Total Non City Patrons
Total Registered Patrons

1,991
20,367
51,026

1,982
20,469
53,065

1,971
20,546
39,972

1,969
20,637
37,073

2,021
19,735
48,761

2,032
19,918
48,661

2,029
20,072
45,719

2,010
20,172
45,634

2,004
20,261
51,352

MAR

APR

MAY

**
**

0
0

2,819
8,946

**
**

0
0

536
1,615

**
0
0
882
2,140
0

$0.00
0
0
0
0
0

$1,279
3,355
10,561
21,468
20,373
63,001

0
0

JUN

0
0

FY Totals

ON HOLD
ON HOLD

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

14,921
3,806
18,727
1,191
768

0

0

0

1,959
20,686
34,086

0
0
0

0
0
0

19,968
0
0

Circulation Statistics

# New Patrons Added
Gabbie
Unique Numbers
Sucessful Renewal
Total Messages Sent/Received

JUL
264

AUG
301

SEP
411

OCT
210

NOV
169

DEC
157

JAN
210

FEB
134

MAR
125

APR
159

550
361
2,613

576
382
2,495

552
370
2,378

525
364
2,430

412
260
1,834

380
223
1,769

319
161
1,492

68
26
305

228
90
1,119

51
2
536

MAY

JUN

FY Totals
2,140

3,661
2,239
16,971

BOOK SALE

Book Bags

COLLECTIONS

COLLECTIONS

JULY

$1,166.97

$22.96

AUGUST

$1,041.70

$7.00

SEPTEMBER

$3,338.70

$1.00

OCTOBER

$1,474.44

$2.00

NOVEMBER

$810.09

$2.00

DECEMBER

$453.66

$0.00

$1,117.39

$2.00

$328.96

$2.00

MARCH

$0.00

$0.00

APRIL

$0.00

$0.00

MAY

$0.00

$0.00

JUNE

$0.00

$0.00

FY2020 BUDGET

JANUARY
FEBRUARY

Total Book Sale

$9,731.91

Total Book Bag Sale

$38.96

TOTAL FUNDS RAISED TO DATE

$9,770.87

MEMORIALS FY2020
JULY
Misc. Cash Rung in at Register

$41.91
AUGUST

Misc. Cash Rung in at Register

$48.07
SEPTEMBER

Misc. Cash Rung in at Register

$29.64
OCTOBER

Neil Cohen
Misc. Cash Rung in at Register

$250.00
$69.41
NOVEMBER

Frederick Winter
Misc. Cash Rung in at Register

$150.00
$23.41

DECEMBER
MRSPL Foundation INC - Wowbrary, Freegal, Staff
Khyati Nayak
Misc. Cash Rung in at Register
JANUARY
Misc. Cash Rung in at Register

$4,150.00
$60.00
$11.59

$112.07
FEBRUARY

Giant (Bags 4 My Cause and Giving Tag Program
Giant (Bags 4 My Cause and Giving Tag Program

$13.00
$37.00

Donald E. Wasserman

$200.00

Misc. Cash Rung in at Register

$21.69
MARCH

Misc. Cash Rung in at Register

$0.00
APRIL

Better World Books
Misc. Cash Rung in at Register

$541.15
$0.00
MAY

Misc. Cash Rung in at Register

$0.00
JUNE

Misc. Cash Rung in at Register
MEMORIAL FUNDS RAISED TO DATE

$0.00
$5,758.94

